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SUPPLIES

Winter Sportsmen
are made of tougher fiber than their “ fair
weather” friends. Th ey want to hunt in any
weather and want ammunition that will shoot
in any weather.
Standard powders, smokeless or black,
will, stand a reasonable exposure to cold if
properly loaded.

U. M . C. Factory Loaded Shells
are loaded only with certain standard
powders under the U . M . C. system.
Insist on getting the “ time tried” kind.

U.

M . C.

Gam e L aw s, Shooting Rules, etc.

The Union Metallic Cartridge Co..
3 1 5 B ro a d w a y , N ew York.
B rid geport, Conn.
4 2 5 M arket S t ., San Francisco, Cal.
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Hotel Blanchard. Hunting, Pishing. J. S.
B u r r e l l , Proprietor, Stratton, Me.
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R E P E A T I N G S H O T GUNS
are cheap in price, but in price only. “ Take Down”
guns l i s t at $27.00 and Solid Frame guns at $25.00, but
they will outshoot and outlast the highest priced
double barreled guns, and they are as safe, reliable
and handy besides. Winchester Shot Guns are made
of the very best materials that can be procured, a
thoroughly modern system of manufacture permitting
them to be sold at buyable prices.
&
fr
FREE—Send name and address on a postal card for 164 page illustrated catalogue.

W I N C H E S T E R R E P E A T I N G ’A R M S C O ., N E W HAVEN, C T.
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No O th er M a k e of Rifle at the Price
C O M P A R E S W IT H OUR F A V O R ITE .
W i t h open s ig h t s , $ 6 . W i t h ta rge t s ig h t s , $ 8 .5 0 .
All dealers in sporting: goods handle our complete line.
Our Complete Catalogue full of valuable information upon request.

♦
J. STEVENS ARMS & TO O L COMPANY,
j No. 155 B ro ad w ay ,
C h ic o p e e Falls, M a s s .

RABBIT’S VENGE135CE.

THE

RANGELEY

LAKES,

Via the P O R T L A N D & R U M F O R D F A L L S R Y .

j i Through PAR LO R C A R service during the T ou rist season, j *
Ran geley La k es.
Bald
Mountain
Camps,
are
situated
near
the
Corner 4 th Ave. and 24th St.
W e mail, free o f charge, a book showing half-tone cuts of hotels
famous Middle Grounds, which offer some of
AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS.
the best fishing in the Ratureley Lakes.
and camps at all Rangeley Lake Points.
Rooms, per day, §1.00 an t upwards.
Steamboat accommodations 0. K. Telephone
PORTLAND & RUMFORD FALLS R A ILW A Y,
at the camps. Two mails daily. You’ll get
a reply right back, if you write for free circu
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager, Portland, Maine.
lar to
A mos E l l i s , Prop’r,
R a n g k l k y L a k e s .
Haines Landing, Maine.
Camp Bemis and Birches. Write for free cir
cular. C a p t . F. 0. P a r k e r , Prop’r, Bemis.
V ia R a n g e l e y .
Belgrade L akes, Me .
gether unlikely, then the last resort of
V ia R a n g e l e y o r B e m i s .
The Belgrade. The best sportsman’s hotel in Kennebago Lake House, on the shore of Ken- those who are opposed to it, is to at
New England. The best black bass lislii.ig nebago Lake, is the place to come to if you
Mountain View House.
in the world.
Chas. A. Hil l , M’g’r.
tack it as “ unconstitutional.” I have
want Ay Ashing every day in the season
heard this claim all my life, first as to
High
altitude.
No
hay
fever.
Address,
H a n o v e r , Ma i n e .
\
those great war measures adopted by
R ic h a r d s o n B r o s ., Proprietors,
Indian Rock Camps. An excellent place for
Congress to preserve this country, and
Kennebago, Me.
sport or recreation. Large brook trout in
abundance. Camps new and convenient.
in later years in regard to our fish and
E u s t is M a i n e .
Pure water, fust-class table. Write for de
Tim Pond Camps, situated in the Dead River game laws.
scriptive circular and terms to
Region, 2000 feet above the sea level. Trout
The point Mr. Widney makes, how
rise to the fly every day in the season. Write
W. C. Holt , Proprietor,
for further particulars to
ever, has already been passed upon,
Hanover, Me.
J u l ia n K. V i l e s , E ustis, Me.

A S H L A N D H O U SE ,

Wheelman Thrown Down Em
bankment by Small Animal.
The Bridgtou News is authority for a
story of how a rabbit got the better of a
bicylist who ran over him.
“ When I was a hoy,” said the narra
tor, “ I used to be quite a cyclist. That
was long before the safety bicycle came
into use, and the wheel 1 used to ride
was one of those old-fashioned concerns
with a small wheel iu front and a large
wheel in the rear. If you struck any
object in the road while riding these
things, it was nine chances to one, that
the rider turned a back somersault and
landed on the back of his neck with the
wlieel on top of him.
“ Well, it was upon such a wheel as
this, that I met with a curious accident.
I was skirting along the Androscoggin
river near Lisbon Falls and was coast
ing a down grade at a good rate of
speed, when I spied in the road just
ahead of me, a large rabbit sitting upon
his haunches. 1 thought of course the
little fellow would run for the woods
when he saw me approaching, but for
some reason, he seemed a good deal
taken with my good looks, and never
stirred until I was almost upon him.
Say, did you ever try to ride through a
flock of hens? If you have you’ ll under
stand how this little fool acted. As 1
said, he did not stir until it was too late,
and then just as luck would have it ran
directly in front of my forward wheel,
the wheel striking him about midship.
The result was electrical; up went the
front wheel and down went I.
“ To the left of the road was a steep em
bankment, at the bottom of which grew
a number of willow trees, leaning out
over the water, which was eight or ten
feet deer near the shore where the chan
nel ran; hurled from my wheel, I landed
at the top of the embankment, and be
fore I knew what had happened, I had
rolled down its steep decline, and out
upon these willow trees, and when I
had collected my senses 1 found myself
lying flat on my back, with nothing but
those slim and bending trees between
me and ten feet of water. There I was;
if I moved as much as a hair, 1 was in
danger of bring precipitated into the
water beneath which was running in a
strong current toward the falls just
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W e invite our readers to send contributions for this column.

Yoke of Pigs.
J. H. B jothhy of Kermebunkport has
a couple of trained pigs which are be
lieved to be the most intelligent animals
of the kind in Maine. lie yokes them
up aud drives them the same as steers.
They are as handy as cattle, and the
young man can drive them about the
village without the least trouble. They
attract much attention on the street.

Killed Three Times.
“ Uncle Dau” Gammon of Peru once
shot a black fox, and just as lie pulled
off his skin, the fox jumped up, aud ran
away. “ Uncle Dan” declares that he
shot that fox for three successive sea
sons afterwards, and took a coal black
pelt from him each time.

both by our own Supreme court and the
Supreme court of the United States of
Red ngton Camps and Cottages. Redington I Blakeslee Lake C a m p s , $ America. Somebody raised the point
Here is situated a hotel ot rare attractive Pond furnishes excellent fly Ashing every
resort for Hunters and & that our law permitting our own citi
ness in beautiful location for summer board day in the season. Elevation 2,200 feet above > A famous
GAME iu abundance Trout 4*
ers and at the same time in close proximity sea level Particulars furnished freely upon j.> Anglers.
rise to the fly every day during the Q zens to fish through the ice in February,
to the best places for fishing on Rangeley application. J. F. HOUGH, proprietor, P. O ,
[• season. Good accormnodHtions
4* March and April, and prohibiting non-'
lake. Hunters in the season also find plenty Rangeley, Maine.
> Address,
Jos H. W h i t e , Prop’r,
0
o f deer, partridge and woodcock near the
K
Eustis,
Maine.
*
f* residents from doing so was unconstitu
hotel. The cuisine here is such as to hold
forks, m e.
patrons year after year, the rooms are what Moxie Pond, 23 miles from Bingham. Good
tional. Our court said, “ The right to
Held Up by Wild-Cats.
people from the cities like, large, well lighted road. Brook trout in abundance. Good ac
fish in its (the state’s) waters is not a
and pleasant. We serve vegetables, berries, commodations for ladies. Write for circu
A Green lake correspondent reports
fish and game at appropriate times in the
C. M. Jones, The Forks, Me.
The Place to s to p is at the Phillips Hotel. privilege of the citizens in the several
that three wild-cats held up the Maine
year and the table is always supplied with lars.
h ! IIin< Electric
lights, bath,
W h ile in P
----excellent fresh milk and cream. Pure water
r u n u p s one
minutes walk from states, granting to citizens of this state
Central railroad section crew near there
runs to the house from a spring above. This
E. B . W H O R F F , Prop’r.,
the station
the right to fish for and take fish, in a
is a particularly good place for safe and
one day recently. As the railroad com
Phillips, Me.
pleasant boating and the drives and walks
manner and for a purpose not given to
pany does^not provide guns with the
are unsurpassed. Croquet and lawn tennis
bring
rod
and
gun
to
Kineo,
the
grounds adjoin the house. Write for a free
citizens of another state is not unconsti
working tools, the section men gave the
V
ia
R
a
n
g
e
l
e
y
.
heart
of
Maine’s
best
game
region,
circular to
tutional.” — 84 tii Maine Eeport, Page
L. E. B o w l e y , Mountain View House,
cats the right of way.
and stop at
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.
York’s Camps.
444.
flT. KINEO HOUSE,
E u s t is , M e .
Again, some hunters from a neighbor
Turned Out For the Fox.
Loon Lake, within 5 miles of Rangeley vil
Round Mountain Lake Camps.
C. A. JUDKINS, Manager, Kineo, He,
ing state went into the state of Con
A dog from North Berwick created
Fishing and Hunting—Trout rise to the fly
lage. There are ten ponds within two miles;
every day in the season. 2800 ft. elevation.
No hay fever there. Everything
necticut and shot some birds in open
quite a sensation during the last week
Preserve of 2310 acres. No hay fever. Send
tor comfort—electric lights, steam
good Ashing in all and for hunting it can’t be season. The law of Connecticut pro
for circular. C h a s . L. Bl y . Successor to
by running a fox in the main road. One
heat, baths, telegraph and post
E d g a r S m i t h & Co.
of our .most noted hunters, who was
office, unsurpassed cuisine. Send
beat. Camps neat and each party lias a camp hibited the taxing of the birds out of
At F l a g s t a f f .
the state after having been killed in ac
for handsome new Kineo booklet.
driving along the road, met the fox aud
Lake House and Camp. Camp is reached from
by themselves. An excellent place to spend cordance with the laws of that state.
It’s free.
hotel bv boat. Best Pickerel Ashing in the
although his horse was frightened, the
w orld.' Trout Ashing near.
the summer months. For further particulars These hunters claimed that this law,
horse’s fright was nothing compared
S. C. B u r r e l l . Flagstaff, Me.
prohibiting them from carrying their
with the man's, for he immediately
address,
birds, legally shot, out of the state was
turned outjaud let the fox pass by. The
R.
S.
Y
ork
,
Prop’r,
Rangeley
Me.
Co n v e n ie n t f r o m r a n g e l e y .
“ unconstitutional.” They carried their
fox was again attacked by two other
Camp Among The Clouds. Excellent hunting
and fishing. Good accommodations. Take
birds home.
They were prosecuted.
men, but escaped uninjured.
It seems
your own cook. Inquire of
They fought it all through the courts of
C. H. Neal, Rangeley, Me.
that Mr*. Reynard is too foxy for the
Connecticut, but the highest leg 1 tribu
hunters around here.
On M o o s e l o o k m e g u n t ic l a k e .
Commissioner Carleton Discusses nal in that state upheld the law. Then
Mooselookmeguntic House,
they appealed to the United States
A Strange Animal.
Offers excellent accomodations to sports
Legal Phases o f License.
men. It is in clo:=je proximity to the best fish
court, and the Supreme court of the
Residents of Sandy brook, York coun
ing district of the Rangeley Lakes. No hay
United States upheld the law.
fever. Address from November until May,
ty, are terrified by a strange animal that
T h e o . L. P a g e , Proprietor Senate Cafe, Cites Former Killings Upon Fish
That decision makes exceedingly in
has recently appeared in the locality.
Washington, D. C.
After May 1. Haines
and Game Laws.
teresting reading. It is found in V o l.
The beast has been twice seen lately,
Landing, Me.
A u g u s t a , Feb. 4, 1902.
161, Page 519, United States Reports,
first when it leaped from a tree near the
To the Editor o f the Maine Woods:
A B E A V E R TALE.
Geer vs. state of Connecticut. In that
roadside at a team driving by and next
P ickford’ s C a m p s
A friend of the game laws and an en case the doctrine is laid down broadly
by a youngjman who took two shots at
What of “ Black Edward ?” Just one icord’s On the shore of Rangeley Lake. Modern thusiastic advocate of a license fee to
that the fish and game within a state below.
it without, however, doing any damage.
Log Camps. 1£ miles from Rangeley vilage.
enough,
,. , ,
...
„
“ What to do in this predicament was
Ot)en flreplaees. On best Ashing grounds. hunt big game, sent me a marked copy
His heart’s as tender as his tales are tuff.
The animal is described as having a
OU see it’s this way. A visit to the Range No mosquitoes or black flies. No Hay Fever. of your last issue, containing Mr. W id- belongs to the p eople o f that state iu their
ley Lake region without a little run up to High altitude. Air cool and invigorating.
sovereign capacity to do with as they beyond me. My position was becoming head like an owl, a coat of black fur and
Beaver pond is as vanK a failure as half a
For terms and circulars, address
ney’s— “ the leader
of
the
Indiana
choose through legislative enactment - dangerous, when I espied a man in the of good size. Some helieve the beast to
pair of scissors, or the hole of a doughnut
party” — communication, and asks me to
with the dough gone Yes, “ Going up to
H. E . P I C K F O R D ,
to give it away, or to attach any condi road above. I lost no time in summon be a catamount.
Ed’s” is like smoking opium lying, or
“ warts”—it grows upon you; and the man RANGELEY LAKES,
RANGELEY. MAINE. “ answer the legal proposition he pro tions to the taking of it the legislature ing him to my assistance, and with some
who once sets his happy foot on the shores of
pounds.”
sees fit, or to forbid its taking altogeth difficulty aud a good deal of patience on
old “ Beaver” is as certain to return as—as—
Wild Geese Near Bangor.
•I have read Mr. W idney’ s letter with
well as a punched “ quarter.”
—
er, to let our own people take it and ab my part, was rescued from my perilous
Several flocks of wild geese are re
What do you do when you get there. Most
resting
placo.
In
the
road
above,
I
much interest and note with pleasure
people Ash, others tramp those glorious old
solutely prohibit the citizens of other found the cause of my downfall -th e ported to have been seen in the vicinity
The Sp ortin g D istrict of
trails and just soak their hearts and minds
that he and his party, hke the great ma
states from taking it, or attach any con rabbit, gasping his last. It was then of Bangor recently, which would indi
the G re a t------- in the delights of mountain, lake and forest,
jority of sportsmen who come to Maine,
for at Ed’s, remember, we’re in the surethat the humorous side of the accident cate, according to the prophets, an early
ditions to the taking of it, it sees lit.
enougli backwoods.
N orth w estern
do not object to piying a moderate li
Now as to the Ashing, a word 01 two.
I assure my frieud that we are not struck me, and 1 decided to take the. spring. Nothing of the sort has been
Guides talk, notwithstanding, I have neve*
rabbit as a souvenir, I have him mountcense fee towards protecting it.
It
T e rritory, js
quite so “ thoughtless” as to our consti ed at home, now.
yet found 5 and 10-pound trout plenty enough
seen on the Kennebec.
seems certain from his letter that a
to be monotonous—never have,
tutional rights regarding our fish and
sonable man with a fair idea of the proper
moderate license fee would not keep
dissemination of “ feathers —if he iJianct
game as the letter of Mr. Widney would
also to be a true sportsman, could ask 110thMr. Widney and his pariy from coming
seem to imply.
to Maine to hunt big game.
11 Within'easv reach of Ed’s doors He (even
Permit me to add just a word in con
nature “ lies” up there—1 wonder why.), 5 or
lie warns us, however, not to make
If Y o u are Planning; Y o u r
6 lakes in which the fly Ashing Is snnply
clusion. It generally takes a more or
“ great,” and 1 say this after having Ashed
this fee “ exorbitant” lest we run up
less active opposition to any worthy
every damn spot in that region many t imes
The place to get big brook
against
“ opposition
we
have not
Take “ Ell Pond,” for instance, around the
cause to enlist popular interest in it and
“ bend among the pads ” or ‘Little Island
trout and falm on.
Head
thought o f” viz., the -U. S. courts on
with a gentle ripple about sunm>wu. Such
thus to expedite its adoption. The ad
quarters for cam ping parties.
incessant “ rises” and such a run of Ash marks
the ground of its unconstitutionality.
vocates of a license fee to hunt big game
that charming little pond as the acme of uj
First class cabins, pure spring
What he and liis party would consider
for the season of 1902, remember that the best
fishing possibilities.
are meeting with just about enough op
What is there for the “ Man behind the gun
water, hay fever unknown.
an “ exorbitant” fee lie does not state,
ui) there? Simply this. In the open season
position to arouse popular interest in it
he can easily get all the deer the law
possibly the people of the state of
Trout and Landlocked S a lm o n Fishing
H. M. PIERCE, P ro p ’ r.,
and expedite its adoption. The leaven
him, and will also find “ Ruffed Grou
Maine and the “ Indiana party” might
“ Patridge” ) in abundance. With Moose,
is working. Our citizens pay taxes to
Bear and Caribou the ease is that of those o
Spencer, M a i n e .
not agree on this point and therefore we
in the world, is to be found in the
and 10-pound trout, they do not actually
protect our big game. If they wish to
“ hang around the door yards.”
might find ourselves face to face with
-thus.
hunt it, they must bear their expenses
How do you get to Beaver Pond?
this “ unthought of opposition” viz , a to hunt it. W hy should not nonresi
dents who pay no taxes here, who wish
contest iu the U . S. courts.
Lake, tlience by steamer — .. ----sheet of water, a very pleasant break in tne
We have heard a good deal in recent *o hunt our big game, pay something to
Copley Square H otel,
-journey, thence by buckboard again, direct
wards its protection. I can see nothing
Reached in one day from Boston, v ia : Boston & Maine, Maine
years about the “ unconstitutionality”
to Ed’s Camps on Beaver Pond. The roads
inequitable or unjust in such a law.
HUNTINGTON AVE. AND EXETER ST.
already good are constantly being bettered
Central,
Sandy-River, Phillips & Rangeley and Franklin & Meof
this
or
that
fish
and
game
law.
Very truly,
and ladies and children can now with perfect
comfort make a journey that once meant
Twice has the Supreme court been
L. T. Ca r l e t o n .
gantic Railroads.
Two
minutes
walk
from
Mechanics
Ex
miles of rough and toilsome tramping
hibition Building, three to Ave minutes
called upon in the recent past to pass
At the Camps the accommodations leave
Round trip tickets for sale at all stations for all points in this
to all the principal retail stores, theaters
nothing to be desired by those who realize
upon this claim, once in regard to the
Shooting Iu Peru.
and places of amusment.
that this is the “ Backwoods” and not Broad
territory.
F o r book and map free, address,
Street
cars
pass
the
door
from
the
north
way.” The cabins are clean, roomy, ana
guide law and once in regard to the k ill
A. B. Mclntire of Peru has shot thus
and south union railway stations.
thoroughly comfortable, beds and table ex
American
and
European
Plans.
This
ing of a dog found chasing deer, and in far this season sixteen foxes, ahead of
cellent (and most of the food at least eatable)
F. N. B E A L , Phillips, M e .
FLET C H ER POPE, Phillips, M e.
house Is the recognized head quarters
while the proprietor—1. e., the “ Old Man, n>
both instances the court has upheld the his famous hound, and trapped six be
in BOSTON for the members or the MEa happy combination of kindliness and pleas
GANTIC
FISH
AND
GAME
CO
FORASupt.
S
.
R.
R.
R.
Gen. M an ’ g ’ r. P. & R. R. R.
law. When popular opinion so far fav sides. S. H. Mclntire has also shot his
ing Action.
.
TION and MASSACHUSETTS FISH AND
The flrst step for those who would like to
GAME
PROTECTIVE
ASSOCIATION.
ors
any
given
measure
that
the
legisla
complement
of
deer
and
is
regarded
as
see for themselves how much actual trutn
G. M .V O S E , Kingfield, M e ., Supt. F. & 1*1. R y .
there is iu all of the above, is to address
Ed Grant & Son, Beaver Pond, Maine,
F. S. Risteen!& C o m p a n y . ture enacts it into law and the people so one of the best sportsmen in town. He
generally favor it that its repeal Is alto- always gets his share of deer.
and then “ wait ’til something drops.
On P h il l ip s & R a n g e l e y R a i l r o a d .

FOR SPORT:

OR RES

AS TO THE LAW OF IT.

Y

King & Bartlett
Kibby T ow n sh ip .

FISHING T R I P ...........

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River Region.

WRITTENBYFRANCISI. M
AULE, 4028AN30MSTREET. PHILADELPHIA.
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BELIEVE GROUSE DRINK.

GUIDES MEETING.

They Vote to Protect Fishing at Sportsmen

An article recently appeared in Iiecre
ation asking if grouse drink. W e ap
pend the replies to it that are found in
the current number:
Last winter, while passing through a
piece of wood, I came within sight of a
grouse. As is my custom, I tried to get
as near him as possible. When as near
as propriety would allow I noticed ho
was standing at the edge of a tiny pool
of water drinking, as I then thought and
do now. That it was uncommon never
occurred to me until reading the article
of A . F. Rice. The bird was certainly
dipping his bill in the water, but wheth
er to get gravel, seeds or water I can not
tell. After I had watched him some
time, he looked at me as much as to say,
“ I am never afraid when that old hat is
around.” Soon he spread his wings and
started for cover, but changed his
course, coming within 15 or 20 feet of
me. A short time previous he gave me
an exhibition of his skill as a drummer.
I do not hesitate to pronounce him an
artist capable of a position in the Marine
band.
Last winter there were several grey
and black squirrels and rabbits in the
woods. I gave the rabbits apples and
the squirrels corn. The greys were as
fluffy as a snowflake, and the blacks
shone like diamonds. They are all gone
now. I suppose some vandal murdered
them, and while such diabolical work is
going on we are sending cheap whiskey
and missionaries to foreign countries in
order to convert the benighted heathen.
!May we hear more about grouse drink
ing.
A . D. Palmer, Montour Falls, N. Y .

Unanimously Vote Against the
Proposed Hunters’ License.
a in e

W

o o d s .]

R a n g e l e y , Feb. 5, 1902.
The adjourned meeting of the Rangeley Lakes Guides’ association, which
took: place on Feb. 1, was attended by
eighteen guides.
The by-laws which
have become badly tangled up from
amendments in the past were gone over
and submitted to a committee to be re
written.
The report of the treasurer and col
lector was read and then several other
questions were brought up. Although
the meeting began at 8 o’ clock it was
nearly 12 before it came to a close. But
this association does not meet very
often and as a consequence is a rather
unwieldly body, requiring lots of time
in which to do its work. It was voted
that a printed copy of the revised by
laws and an itemized account of the
past year be mailed to each member,
also that measures be taken to guard
the fish at Indian Rock against illegal
fishing next spring.
The nonresident hunting license was
discussed and a vote taken thereon
showed unanimous opposition to it. A
vote of thanks was extended to Editor
J. W . Brackett for the conservative po
sition taken by him in this matter at the
annual meeting of the Maine Fish and
Game association. The secretary was
instructed to forward the same to him.
Oysters and coffee were served and the
entire meeting passed off without a con
D. E. H e y w o o d .
flict.

to

the

M

a in e

W

o o d s .]

M onson , Feb. 4, 1902.

On Sunday a large bull moose came
into the yard of Mr. J. S. Leeman, re
maining there for some time. The ani
mal did not appear to be at all fright
ened and after a while slowly made his
way down the road. About an hour
later Mr. Leeman again met the animal
I see in the November number of Re
in the main road, near his house, and creation that A . F. Rice asks for infor
shouted to him. The moose then turned mation on the manner in which grouse
drink. My knowledge of the matter is
and disappeared in the woods.
that grouse drink the drops of water
from the grasses and leaves of trees, this
being particularly tae case in wide
Black Bass Planted.
stretches of country devoid of standing
Mention of black bass in M a in e or running water. I remember distinct
W o o d s (some months ago) brings to ly a grouse that whirred over my heal a
mind that in 1864 Major Dili and a roan few years ago in a deep ravine of the
Blue Ridge mountains alighted within
whose name is forgotten at this mo
39 feet of me on the edge of a dashing,
ment, but who used to own the sawmill sparkling, rapid stream.
Only a thin
at the outlet of Mt. Blue pond, may screen of laurel leaves septrated us from
have been the'first to put these fish into each other. I saw that grouse drink a
number of swallows from the brook ex
Sandy river. They caught these bass in
actly a3 a barnyard fowl does.
She
a small pond just east of the town of waded in the water knee deep, and after
Rome and put them into Lufkin pond in drinking she took a bath.
She ruffed
the west part of Phillips. Later they up her feathers until she was as large as
a peck measure, and the way she flopped
went out into the Sandy and were seen
and threw the water was a sight. Her
as has been stated in M a in e W oods be bath lasted fully three minutes, and
tween Strong and Farmington. Some when she was not bathing she was
From her appearance she
were taken in the town of Mercer years drinking,
was evidently hatching.
ago.
W. L. Michael, Calno, N. J.

W e have made arrangements that will
Sportsmen’s Show

M INNOW S

and

ARCHER

SPINNERS,

Y\ ill IIO O K and L A N D More F I S H than any other Tackle Manufactured.
To be obtained of all dealers.

SPORTSMEN, HUNTERS, m
ANGLERS, NATURE LOVERS
AT B O S T O N ^ -^ fe ^
J*

J*

and

J*

J*

Sportsmen’s Show

to be dis

Shows as late as February 15.

F E B R U A R Y 2 2 for three w eeks, u .a

advertising space $2.00 an inch.

J. W . Brackett, Phillips, Maine.
Orders have been

received for adver

tising especially for this number from :
L. B. Nason’ s Lake Sebago Salmon
Fishing Resort, North Windham, Me.

3

For sale by

300

3. C. Corson,

Osgood Portable Boat Co., Ltd,
tle Creek, Micb.

B at

IDEAS ABOUT TAXING HUNTERS

Henry E. Pickford, Rangeley, Me.

/■ V

Conley Manufacturing Co., St. Joseph,

f

*

DAVIS

1" V N

BROTHERS,

MANUFACTURERS OFTHE

Mo.

“ IDEAL” HUNTING BOOTS AND SHOES

Lake Shore Engine Works, Marquette,
Michigan.

for men and women. The only practical hunt
ing boots and shoes.
Knee length, sewed,
$ 5 .5 0 ; calf length, sewed, $ 4 . Also Elkskin
Slippers, Indian Tans and Moccasins. Send
for price list.
MONMOUTH, ME.

Newcastle Kennels, Brookline, Mass.
Plymouth Rock Trout Co., Plymouth,
Mass.

........

Gunners and Anglers Express-Views Very
Freely, For and Against,
m

-----------^

'—

M iss Fly F?odj Ed G rs nt ,

Tax From Necessity.
Boston, Jan. 31, 1902.
-To the Editor of the Maine W oods:

and the other guides say that one of Hescock & At‘
Tubular Fly Company, New Y ork wood’s New Green Hunting Suits pievent accidental
As regards the taxing of nonresident
shooting and will increase your chances for securing
City.
game. Suits made in all styles from green and sportsmen who annually visit Maine, I
shades of gray. Hunting shirts, ladies skirts, shirt do not think it would be just to tax the
W . C. Kaempfer, Taxidermist, Chi waists, camping blankets, sleeping bags and cloth fishermen. As for the hunters, a small
sold by the yard. Let us correspond with you.
cago, 111.

tax might be justifiable on the ground
of absolute necessity of raising money.
However, I think in many cases this
Merchant, New York.
would give the hunter the idea that
I M ak e It a Business to
he can shoot more indiscriminately. I
The Bangor Edge Tool Co., Bangor,
Send S p ortsm en to M aine do believe, however, that the legislature
Hotel proprietors, camp owners and guides should pass a strict law forbidding the
Me. Mfg., of Camp Axes and Hunting
are requested to send for information blanks taking into the Maine woods of firearms
to fill out. For further particulars correspond
Hatchets.
in the shape of rifles or shotguns during
with
Geo. H . Walker & Co., Lithographers,
Sportsm en’ s Inform ation Bureau,
the close season. Firearms are certain
172 Washington Street, BOSTON.
ly not needed for protection as there is
Boston, Mass.
nothing in the forest but what can be
A . F. Meisselback & Bro., Mfgs., of
H. M . B A R R E T T , ! W e l d , M e . easily frightened with a club.
P. C. Wiggin.
Fishing Tackle, Newark, N. J.
Builder o f FINE C E D A R B O ATS.

Fred E. Thomas, M’fr. of Dirigo Fish
ing Rods, Brewer, Me.
Geo. H. Burtis, M’ fr. Celebrated Burtis Flies, Worcester, Mass.
B. N. Morris, Boat and Canoe Builder,
Veazie, Me.
J. Willis Jordan, Prop.,
House, Kingfield, Me.

Kingfield

W . Starling Burgess, Naval Architect,
Boskro, Mass.
W . M. Ayer, Somerset Railway, Oak
land, Me.
Portland & Rumford Falls Railway.
W . C. Taylor & Co., Orono, Manufact
urers of Oars, Paddles, Poles, etc.
A . M. Dunham, Mfr. of Snowshoes,
Norway. Me.
W m . H . Bray, Prop, of Carrituck
|Sound Side Gunners’ Resort, Carrituck,

j N. C.
Witham & Maxfield, Proprs. of Rowe
Pond Camps, Bingham, Me.
E.

Bowley,

Prop,

of

Mountain

j View House, Mountain View, Me.
Rangeley Lakes Hotel Co., Rangeley,
j Me.
Excelsior Wire & Poultry Supply Co.,
New York City.
F. L. Shaw, Prop, of Camp Green
wood, Portland. Me.
Julian K. Viles, Prop, of Tim Pond
Camps, Tim , Me.
Currier & Hook, Sail Makers, Bangor,
Me.
R. S. York, Prop, of Loon Lake
Camps, Rangeley, Me.
J. Waldo Nash, Taxidermist, Norway,
Me.
Frank H. Ball, Prop, of W hite House
and The Birches, Grand Lake Stream,
Me.
W ill Atkins, Ox Bow, Me.
G. B. Treloar, Prop. Hotel Tarpon,
Grove City, Florida.
A D D E D TH IS W E E K .
Mrs. J. H . Rose, Prop, of Ouananiclie
Lodge and
Cottages,
Grand
Lake
Stream, Me.
Cbas. S. Cook, Prop, of
Camps, Jackman, Me.
M.
F. French, Prop,
Farm, Blanchard, Me.

Heald

of

Pond

Riverside

D. L. Cummings & Son., Prop, of
Cummings’ s Camps, Square Lake, Me.
J. S. Leeman, Camp Owner, Monson,
Me. .

Teterson &

McKay,

Camp

Wilton, Me.

D U P O N T de N E M O U R S & CO ., W ilm ington, Delaware.

Owners,

No effort has been spared to make this show more
attractive in every respect than any that have preceded.
Everything that will bring back memories of the “ Forest
Prim eval” w ill be found here.
T H E S P A C E to exhibitors is F R E E and should be
engaged at once. Address

William Cooper,
Me.

B ost on, M a s s .

9

For Shot Guns and Rifles.

Frauklin & Megantic Railroad.

Debsconeag Fish and Game Club, C.
C. Garland, Mgr., Debsconeag, Me.

-

120

Sandy River Railroad.

... In Mechanic’s Building....

216 W a s h i n g t o n St.,

Smokeless
Powder

b y means o f the uhique breechbolt, which, when closed, co m 
pletely fills the opening- in frame
and adds greatly to the neat ap
pearance o f the arm. It keeps the
shells dry, so that they are not
liable to swell and are more cer
tain to work freely. This most d e 
sirable feature is patented and
controlled by this Company. T he
Marlin Repeater is far in the lead
as regards elegance o f outline,
perfection o f balance, quality and
finish.
-page catalog,
illus
trations, cover in
colors, m ailed
for stamps.
T h e M a r lin F i r e ArniM C o .,
N ew H a v en , C onn.

Address,

Ashland, Me.

G. W . D I M I C K ,

AND

Price for

Percy Thellusson & Co., Naval Architicts, Cowes, Isle of W ight, England.

OPEN

Du Pont’s
Gunpowder

New Y ork

The Monson Railroad, Monson, Me. ,

...The Third Biennial...

W IL L

Number

tributed at the Boston

L.

St’s a Fact
W l . BARTLEET & S O N S '
HOOKS,
Archer
TRADE
MARK.
LEADERS,
Brand
FLIES,

RAIN, SLUSH, TWIGS,
DIRT, etc., are excluded
from the workings of the

allow our accepting advertising for our

Replying to A . F. Rice, I am positive
that grouse do drink, as do the barnyard
fowls; that plenty of water is highly nec
essary to them. In dry seasons they al
ways congregate near streams and ponds,
even though they have to leave better
feeding grounds where there is no water.
I have often seen them close to the wa
ter’s edge and out on logs which ran into
the water. Although I never actually
saw a grouse dip his bill into the water,
I attribute that to the fact that they had
A . M. Calderon., Guide’ s Agent, Trap
always seen me first and scented danger.
Last fall, in a dry time, it was only per and Hunter, Ottawa, Canada.
necessary to walk slowly along a road,
Eugene Coborn, Prop., of Handsome
which skirted the lake here, to get shots
at grouse hurrying to the water from Brook Kennels, Franklin, N. Y.
their feeding grounds above, and again
Bangor & Aroostook railroad.
returning, more slowly, to the feeding
Capt. F. C. Barker, Propr., of Camp
grounds,
Few people ever saw a grouse drum, Bemis and the Birches, Bemis, Me.
but we all know it is a fact tnat they do.
Rochester Machine Tool Works, Roch
W . L. Steward, Monson, Me.
ester, N. Y .

Large Bull Makes Himself at
Home In Dooryard.
[Special correspondence

and New York.

E. B. Woodwark, General Commission

MOOSE AT HOME.

Shells Loaded to Urder.

Observations Maine Woods Will Be In Boston

About the Retiring Bird.

Indian Bock.

[S p e c ia l co r re s p o n d e n c e to th e M

Make

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S. j S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L IE S .

SPORTSMEN’S SHOW NUMBER

,

Taxidermist,

Milo,

A. R. Harding, Pub. of Hunter— Tra
der— Trapper, Gallipolis, Ohio.
Maine Central Railroad.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Bickford’s Gamps at Rangeley.
Good amateur work with Infallible powder,
Lailin & Rand Powder Co.
Advertisement of Rangeley Cottage com
pany.
Sportsman’s information at Sportsmen’s In
formation Bureau, Phillips, Me.

HESCOCK & ATWOOD,

Phillips, Maine,

jgp^Write for price list and descriptive
Catalogue.

E. S. T W A D D L E ,

Make License Moderate.
Killingly, Conn., Jan. 31, 1902.

Don’ t Want to Pay For Fishing.
Philadelphia, Jan. 31, 1902.
To the Editor of the Maine W oods:
In reply to your favor of the 17tli
inst would say moose and deer hunting I
^
know nothing about; but I think the T
state of Maine will make a sad mistake
in taxing nonresidents for the privilege
of fishing.
So far as I can judge, during tn^
month of September of last year at
Mountain View , there was not brought
into the house or shipped away 10
pounds per day, or anything like it, al
though many were caught and returned
to the lake, for which the state of
Maine, hotel, railroads, guides received
$250, or $25 per pound, out of which It
seems to me it can well afford to pay its
own watchmen to guard such a gold
mine.
You cau tax people away, and can
limit the catch, and make the conditions
so strict that no one will go to Maine,
and you can sell your fish for probably
25 cents per pound, instead of as many
dollars.
If I had such profitable goods to sell,
I would be satisfied with getting one
hundred times tlieir value, without ask
ing the purchasers to pay the watch
men’ s wages for guarding my stock.
H . Mitchell.

BOATS AND CANOES, Berry Mills, Me. To the Editor of the Maine W oods:
A s a nonresident hunter I have no ob
E . M . W H IT E ,
OLD T O W N , M E . jections to paying a reasonable license.
MANUFACTURER OF
Don’ t make it so large that it will shut
out us chaps that consolidate all their
FINE C AN VAS CAN O ES,
j made with cedar ribs and linings, free from all im vacation into a two or three weeks’ trip
perfections and second to none in the market. A1 in October and November, and who are
sizes built to order and those not in stock, will be made
at short notice. Also manufactures poles, paddles, willing to pay for what they have and at
a fair price. I have nothing but praise
chairs, etc.
for the treatment that 1 have received in
Will Reduce Travel.
W ood and B am b oo Rods Maine from camps, guides, etc., and
hope to spend my vacations in the
I made to order and repaired.
Augusta, Jan. 30, 1902.
woods for many years.
I Call and see my special Rangeley Wood
It is an expensive trip for many of us To the Editor of the Maine W o od s’
{ Rod and Split Bamboo.
who are not overstocked with cash to
The state association has been good
make, and especially if you take in your
E. T , HO A R *
enough for several years to make me its
wife. “ But that is another story.”
Rangeley,
Maine.
consulting attorney.
As a matter of
C. H . Truesdell.
duty and with a great personal interest
in hunting, I have taken some pains to
Hand Made
study our legislation.
Tax For Shipping.
T r o u t and
I agree with you that more money is
S a l m o n Fli es .
Worcester, Jan. 31, 1902.
needed for patrol service and believe
Double Snell and Hook. T j the Editor of the Maine W oods:
that it should be raised by the state it
Best wearing FLY made.
self. I am opposed to the idea of taxing
HRS. H. H. DILL, Rangeley, /laine.
I tliink a small tax on each deer and nonresident hunters to provide the nec
moose brought out of the state would essary cash. W e have pushed the re
A. J. H A L E Y ,
not be a burden to the hunter and would strictive features of the fish and game
mean a considerable sum to the state, law to its limit. I believe the proposi
C o n t r a c t o r and Builder.
judging from the numbers shipped out tion will arouse so much opposition as
in previous years.
A deer certainly
Y ears of experience costs a nonresident hunter enough al to injure the entire body of law. Non
resident hunters who are wealthy can
in the Rangeley Lake ready, as each one of mine have cost me afford to pay the tax but most of our
region in the construc over $50 apiece, but as I said before, a travel of this character comes from peo
ple of moderate means. I am convinced
tion of cabins, cottages small tax would be a burden to no one.
L. W . Gates.
that it will reduce the amount of travel.
and hotels, which I
I dislike the tendency of the times to
take pleasure in referring to as the
cater so much to the rich that come
best class o f work that has been
Heartily Favors Tax.
witliin our borders and to forget that
done in this region.
Camps and
this country is largely made up of peo
Philadelphia, Jan. 31, 1902.
ple of moderate means. H. M . Heath.
cabins a specialty. For further in
To the Editor of the Maine W ood s:
formation apply to
In answer to your query would say I
am most decidedly in favor of taxing 1
A. J. H aley,
R angeley, M e.
For the Present, No.
nonresident hunters and am at a loss to
understand why it has not been done
Boston, Jan. 31, 1902.
heretofore.
All good game states
To the Editor of the Maine W oods:
charge a license and there is no reason
wliy the state of Maine should be
One marked cause of poor fishing in
exempt.
“ Old Sport.”
Maine is that no system of restocking
ponds and rivers is carried out as it
should be. Pot hunters are allowed to
One Deer to Take Out.
kill game and fish and no one stops
them. Restrictions should be placed on
East Hampton, L. I., Jan. 31, 1902.
the kind of tackle used and the use of
To the Editor of the Maine W oods:
R a n g e l e y - Lake.
the single hook should become a fac
You ask for opinions as to taxing non- j tor. Laws should stop fishing through
hunters. I am not in favor of [ the ice, except perhaps in ponds where
F o r maps, plans and circulars, resident
it. I would suggest, limit one deer only : there are large numbers of pickerel.
to be taken out and perhaps one deer in j Transplanted trout should be raised in
address
camp. Stop the wholesale killing by J Maine waters. I do not hunt, so cannot
lumber camps and resident “ salt bar judge regarding this subject. Maine
J W. BRACKETT,
rels ” Prohibit a guide from killing for should offer better inducements. Sports
P h il l ip s ,
=■
M a i n e . his man. Make the honest guide a j men are willing to spend money there
game warden, without pay except his I and good fishing and hunting should be
license. I have visited the woods a j offered to them. A t present, in my opin
Dumber of years, and am sorry to say I ion, it would not be wise for people who
that some residents and guides need j live elsewhere to contribute for the very
more watching that the nonresident. things Maine should supply. Make bet
Killing for market, which means ten ter laws and wake up the state first.
men and twenty deer and more in camp,
F. M. Johnson.
is not sportsmanlike.
W . F. Muchmore.

Rangeley
Cottage Company
Cottage Lots on

FOR ***
* * SALE.
1

The famous Knowlton Soda and
Sulphur Springs. Situated in South
Strong, M aine, about three miles
from the .picturesque little village o f
Strong.
T h e water from these springs is of
exceptional purity and contains u n 
usual medicinal properties. A sure
cure for Dyspepsia, Piles, Stomach,
L iver and Kidney Troubles.
For circulars, analysis, testimoni
als and any further information, ad
dress,

J. B. KNO W LTO N,

Not Feasible For Long Timers.
$15 a Moose, $3 a Deer.
Boston, Jan. 31, 1902.
To the Editor of the Maine W ood s:
I do not think nonresidents should be
taxed for bunting in Maine, but should
pay two or three dollars for each deer
and ten or fifteen dollars for each moose
shot and taken out of the state, which
he willingly would do if successful in se
curing the game.
A hunter spending
two to four weeks in the state at consid
erable necessary expanse, and not secur
ing any game, would think the tax un
just. As you know, many go there to
shoot game with the camera, yet carry
their rifle and occasionally slioot a deer.
I question if as many of these people
would go into tbo state if a state tax
was levied upon them.
W . W . Blain.

Prop ri eto r,
STRONG,

a

M A IN E.

S M O K E ) .. .

Boston Terrier
G o. C ig a r .
G E O . S . H A R R IS & C O .,

...BOSTON, MASS.

Tax Nonresidents Reasonably.
Gardiner, Jan. 31, 1902.
To the Editor of the Maine AVoods:
My views are well known upon the
subject. W e must have more money to
protect our game. It can’ t be raised by
taxation. The only way is to tax the
hunters. Do this by imposing a reason
able tax upon nonresidents.
A . M. Spear.

Binghamton, N. Y ., Jan. 31, 1902.
To the Editor of the Maine W oods:
Having been in Maine several seasons
from three weeks to three and one-half
months at a time, and taking a decided
interest in hunting and fishing, think
that possibly the idea of taxing nonresi
dent hunters who should go into your
woods for, say, one week or less, might
be feasible; but where a man with Lis
family stays in Maine several weeks, he
usually finds at the end of bis stay that
he has been taxed quite as much as he
feels willing to bear, taking everything
into account, for and against. Your
woods and waters, and their contents,
are your investment, your stock in
trade, and it would hardly seem right to
require your patrons to buy your stock
for you, and then from you. From per
sonal observation, should say that if the
resident inhabitants of Maine would
obey present laws in regard to hunting
and fishing during the closed season,
there would be no trouble about either
fish or game keeping pace with the fish
ing or shooting, and taking into consid
eration the amount of money annually
spent in the state of Maine by nonresi
dents, it would seem uo more than fair
and just that your own people should
keep up the attractions.
W m . Henry H all.

M A IN E

WOODS,

FEBRUARY

Ju ly 1-2,
Ju ly 4»
Ju ly 9 >
A u g . 22,
Sept. 2,

...TH IN K IT O V E R .

Go to JACKMAN
CANOEING Is Excellent
Go to JACKMAN,

They Hold the World’s Records.
Metallic
Cartridges
Loaded with the famous

Loaded S h o tg u n

If you desire an Ideal Spot for

S h e lls.

K in g ’s

SUMMER REPOSE

With Smokeless, SemiSmokeless and Black
Powders. For Game or
Trap Shooting. They
are tmequaled.

S e m i-S m o k e le s s
_ P ow d er.
A complete line for all
styles of shooting'.

Rifleman’s Score Book.
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New Features For the Eighth An
imal Sportsmen’s Show.
Long Island Dnck Hunters and
Decoy Ducks to Be Present.
[ 8 p e c ia l c o r r e s p o n d e n c e to th e M

a in e

W

o o d s .]

N ew Y o r k , Jan. 28, 1905.
Several new features for the eighth
annual Sportsmen’ s show at Madison
Square Garden have been arranged for
during the past week, and a dozen or
more spaces have been taken by exhibit
ors of sportsmen’ s supplies.
One of these features will be the pres
ence of a party of typical Long Island
baymen. Their duck shooting hut will
occupy space on the shore of “ Manhat
tan river,” whifcb, having its origin in
the tumbling cascade that pours from
the Adirondacks, will wind its way
around the big wooded island to which
the entire center of the amphitheater
will be given up.
The hut will be
brought piece meal from its present lo
cation on the south shore of Long
Islaud near the famous duck waters of
the great South bay, and reconstructed
in the garden. It will then be fitted up
in the style familiar to all duck hunters.
T h e baymen will also bring with them a
com plete duck hunting outfit, and will
show during the afternoon and evening,
in a realistic and novel manner, how the
birds are decoyed and bagged. In this
connection a number of trained geese
and ducks for decoy purposes will be
used. The Long Island bayman is as
typical a character as is the Adirondack
guide, and those to be present at the
com ing show will doubtless be able to
impai’t much information even to New
Y ork ers as to the great duck shooting
district in which these baymen have
spent their lives.
Another interesting feature will be
the presence of an old half breed Cana
dian trapper who has, during his long
career, caught hundreds of all fur bear
ing animals known in the Dominion. He
will come to the show with a full set of
th e devices used for trapping all species
of animals form the mink, the muskrat
and the otter, to the lynx, the fox and
the bear, and will give demonstrations
of his methods and the capacity of many
of the animals whose hides he makes a
business of securing.
Th e fly casting contest, in view of the

excellent facilities which the 250-foot
stretch of water will provide for the
sport, promises to be a most interesting
competition this year. It has been sev
eral years since fishermen have enjoyed
this privilege at the New York show, W
and since the announcement that it
would be made a feature of this next ex
hibit, many letters of approval have
been received from well-known fly cast
ers of this and other eastern cities.
Scenic artists are now, and have been
for some time, at work upon the model
for the interior of the Garden, which
will be far more elaborate than anything
yet attempted by the association. Judg
ing from these models, now about com
pleted, the illusion of a great composite
camp for the hunter, the fisherman, the
trappper, the guide, the canoeist, the
duck shooter and the lover of nature,
will be most striking and complete.

W ITH THE ROD MAKER.
Farmington Specialist Who Is An
Adept at the Art.
[Special correspondence to the MAINE WOODS.]
F a r m i n g t o n , Jan. 27, 1802.

Mr. Chas. E. Wheeler is known as a
manufacturer of fine fishing rods by a
large circle of sportsmen. He has been
in the business for a good many yeare,
being the pioneer in the hand manufac
ture of fishing tackle.
All of the work is done in his shop,
which is situated on Broadway. The
raw material is taken there and worked
up until there is finished as fine a rod as
one would care to attach a line to. Mr.
Wheeler is an angler himself, and has
his own ideas of what a man wants to
fish with. His success in disposing of
all he can make shows that he has ideas
on the subject that coincide with those
of others.
The lightest rod that Mr. Wheeler
makes weighs about three ounces. His
special pride is that nothing but the
best in material and workmanship shall
enter into any rod or piece of goods that
he puts out. Mr. Wheeler has always
had the satisfaction of having his goods
in demand, and he never has to worry
about the marketing of them.

Foxes Scarce.

EIG HTH ANNUAL *

S p o r t s m e n ’s

S h o w

EXHIBITS:
Indian Camps, Indian Life,Indian Relics.

Sportsmen’s Camps and Camp Outfits.
Guides, Woodsmen and Trappers.
Hotels and Railroads (from Hunting and
Fishing Sections).
Boats, Launches, Canoes and Marine
Motors.
Game Animals, Game Birds and Game
Fishes.
Beaver, Otter and Muskrat.

Fly Casting C o n t e s t s .
Rifle and Revolver Contests.
Sportsmen’s Equipments and Supplies.
Guns, Ammunition and Fishing Tackle.
Photographic Outfits.
Golf Goods. Taxidermy.
Life in the woods: Adirondack, Canada,
Maine and the Western Country.

A pplications for sp ace s h o u ld be m a d e a t an ea rly d a te .

Address

A. H. D R ESSEL, Qen’ l Man’g ’ r.,

P . O. Box 1353,-

-

-

N

D

NEW

Y O R K C IT Y.

Full particulars, with floor plan, etc., sent on request.
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S U P E R I O R I T Y .

M a n u fa c tu r e d

by

U N I T E D S T A T E S C A R T R I D G E - C O .,
L O W E L L .

Deer Visits the City.

M A S S ..

U.

S.

A .

SPORTING NOTES.

D o v e r , N . H ., Feb. 1, 1902.
To the Editor o f the Maine W ood s :

%
Deer are getting to be quite plenty
around here and are quite tame. We
often see them on the outskirts of the
city feeding wherever they can find any
thing eatable. Last Sunday a fine large
deer entered the city proper by the way
of Fifth street and trotted slowly down
the street to the yard of the writer of
this article, nosed around a short time,
crossed the street to another yard and
from there went to the Boston & Maine
depot, down Chestnut street to the cen
tre of the city where the writer lost
track of his deership. During his prom
enade he wa3 not disturbed and he did
not seem to be frightened in the least.
About seventy trotting horses are
being wintered at the Granite State park
in this city by Thomas W. Lawson the
banker of Boston.
There are very few pickerel being
caught through the ice iu the ponds
about here this winter. In many of the
ponds the water is very low, being no
where near high water mark.
The writer ran across a curious old
gun a short time since. It has five
chambers like a revolver. A t the breech
about three inches long, and from there
a round barrel some two feet long. It
has a pistol grip on the stock and the
chambers revolve from right to left.
There is no date or mark on the gun
from which one can tell the maker or
its age. Have any of your readers seen
one like it?
Ge o . A . W e b s t e r .

An Augusta sportsman says this has
been a bad season for running foxes.
He has been out with his hounds several
times, he says, but was unable to get a
single brush. H e contrasts this experi
ence with the old days, when one season
he shot 39 foxes. He knows of but three
which have been killed by Augusta men
this winter. One reason to which the
scarcity of Reynards is attributed is the
extensive and deadly trapping which
Offered $1 For a Chub.
has been carried on for several years
A Lincoln party composed of the fol
with the aid of a prepared scent. The
hunters are not pleased with this whole lowing gentlemen started Thursday on
sale trapping, but the farmers with
their annual fishing excursion to the
flocks of pullets do not object.
Grand lakes: Samuel Kneeland, Rowe
Kneeland, Herbert Pinkbam and Willis
E. Pinkbam. This party has had con
% siderable of a hard time in obtaining
enough live bait with which to fish with
and on Tuesday were talking about it
when a friend of theirs suggested that
they go down to the local stone dam of
the Katahdin Pulp & Paper Co., and
catch a few chubs and take along. So
acting upon the advice of this friend
Wednesday afternoon found them with
plenty of clam bait, fur coats, mittens,
etc., at the dam fishing for chub and
Linder t h e a u s p i c e s o f th e N ational S p o r t s m e n 's A s s o c ia t io n ,
after fishing in the neighborhood of two
j*
j*
T o be held at
j*
\
hours with the thermometer 3 degrees
below zero and not getting a bite, they
commenced to get enlightened to the
M a d is o n S q u a r e G a r d e n , N e w Y o r k C ity ,
fact that a joke had been played upon
them and, taking their lines back home,
made an offer of $1 to anyone who
flarch 5 to 1 9 Inclusive.
would carry to them a chub, but no one
accepted the offer.

*
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Hints on

T R A D E N O T E S.

T H E P E T E R S C A R T R I D G E CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.

LARIN & RAND POWDER GO.,
TAXIDERMIST. Tront rtezzo the only ar
tistic method of mounting fish by which the
natural color is preserved. Work of every
description done in the highest style of the
art. J. Waldo N a s h , Haines Landing, Me

HENDERSON,
-

Semi-Smokeless Powder.

W r i t e for Catalog;. Send 12 c e n t s in s t a m p s for
1902 C a l e n d a r in c ol o rs .

Go to JACKMAN.

For Particulars and Circular, Address

JACKMAN

Plandy Book F o r Sportsmen.
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T A X I D E R M I S T S

If You Seek Unsurpassed

If you wish for a place where

A Sm okeless, Really Sm okeless.

Chicago.

AND C A M P S

T R O U T FISHING

Books fla ile d Free.

♦ N e w York,

H O T E L S

Pis tol and C u n .

■■

IN FA L L IB L E can’t lose.

H O T E L S A N D C A M P S

Rifle, Revolver

G R A N D A M E R I C A N H A N D I C A P A T L IV E BIRDS
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A. A . Robinson, East Sumner, shot a
large fox ahead of his hound last week,
for which he received $4.50.
S. H . and A . B. Mclntire of W est Peru
are hunters who bring in their game, as
the fine specimens of mounted heads, to
gether with owls, hawks and other birds
which they have set up will show. All
were taken by themselves in the woods
of Maine.
Palmer and W illie Worcester of Co
lumbia Falls, aged 10 and 10 years, went
rabbit shooting Sunday and Palmer shot
his brother in the left arm, which had to
be amputated.

N e w Y o r k , Jan. 31, 1902.

To the Editor o f the Maine W oods :
One of the neatest and most conven
ient calendars that have come to us is
the Laflin & Rand Powder Co.’ s “ Infal
lible” for 1902. The subjects of the il
lustrations are the noted battle ships of
the United States. If you send 12 cents
for postage to the company at 99 Cedar
street, New York City, you will receive
one.

Let Maine do her part, she can well
afford to properly protect so valuable an
asset as her fish and game. Properly
protected there will be an ever increas
ing flow of golden dollars to the state
for years to come. Some of these dol
lars are likely to go elsewhere if the unAmerican policy of exacting a license
fee from nonresidents is adopted.
Da v id Iv e s Ma c k ie .

Expenses High Now.
The comnany formerly known as the
Indian Oldtown Canoe Company lias
been recently reorganized, Mr. J. R.
Robertson of Auburndale, Mass., having
been taken into the firm which will now
be known as Robertson & Oldtown Ca
noe Company. Mr. Robertson has been
in the canoe business for the past 20
years.
The company has bought a
large new factory and have had it fitted
up with machinery for the building of
all grades of cedar boats and canoes.

N e w Y ork , Feb. 4, 1902.

To the Editor o f the Maine W oods :
Do not kill the goose that lays the
golden eggs. Many of my friends that
go into the Maine woods do not return
the next season, and I suspect the rea
son is expenses are so great, and the
results so unsatisfactory. No moose, no
deer, plenty of fish, but they can get
fish nearer home.

J ohn S. M cL e a n .

Pays Enough Now.
W or c este r , M a s s ., Feb. 4,1902.

The Laflin & Rand Powder company
is continually receiving very encourag
ing letters from all parts of the country
regarding the many popular products
which they manufacture.
They are
just in receipt of a letter from T. J. Calanan of Nevada City, California, reading
as follows:
“ I have used your Smokeless Shotgun
powder for the last two years and find it
just as recommended. Have had shells
loaded for one year and they were just
as good when used as when first loaded;
it is fnlly equal to any smokeless pow
der made in my judgment, and a little
better. As I found out it does not
make any difference how long they are
loaded, they shoot just the same, some
thing that most of the other powders
will not do, as I have used a great many
different ones.
Yours truly,
(Signed) T. o. Calanan,
Nevada City, Nevada Co., Cal.

To the Editor o f Maine W oods:
I consider that personally I pay into
the hands of the residents of Maine ful
ly all that the privilege is worth, in
guide rates, transportation and board at
the various points stopped at during a
season fishing. Regarding the hunting,
I do not consider myself a hunter and
make no comment regarding that part
of the question.
L obing Coes .

Mingo Spring.
Prof. J. M. Munyon’ s plans for Mingo
Spring on Rangeley lake are not wholly
known, but it would not be surprising
at all if the professor had a very beauti
ful place of Mingo.

Fish and Game Clnb Entertained.
The Springvale Fish and Game club
entertained their ladies and other in
vited guests, Wednesday evening at the
club parlors.

While gunning yesterday in the vicin
ity of Mosher’ s Corner, W alter Cobb, a
motorman on the Gorham division of
EUROPEAN FLAN. Special Breakfast
the Portland Electric road, shot an Arc
at 40 ets. and table d’hote dinner 50 cts.
Mr. John D. Bethel, for many years
tic owl. The bird is a remarkably fine
Electric Lights.
Steam Heating.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
specimen, measuring five feet from tip past a prominent figure in the canvas
and leather goods business, has accepted
to tip.
a position with the Marlin Fire Arms
Co. Mr. Bethel, who for the present
All About the Moose.
will make his headquarters in New
V HANOVER St , BOSTON.
Habits, Haunts and Anecdotes of the Haven at the Marlin factory, will be glad
Moose by Burt Jones, founder of the to see any of his many friends in the
National Sportsman, is the only volume trade there in case they are visiting in
ever published that has for illustrations the east. Later on Mr. Bethel expects
One Person, $100 per day and upward.
such a magnificent collection of live to look after the interests of Marlin Re
Two Persons, $1.50 per day and upward.
From South Terminal,—Take North Sta
moose photographs (twenty-six in num peating rifles and shotguns in south
tion Cars to Elm St.
From North Station,—Take Subway Cars
ber.) In the famous Mud pond series of ern territory, where no doubt bis old ac
to Scollay Sq., or surface cars to Elm St.
cow and calf moose, the Black pond bull quaintances will be very glad to wel
C. A. JONES, Prop.
moose photographs which have been so come him again.
highly commended by experts, a photo
graph of twin calf moose only three
days old, and many others equally at
tractive. It is an edition de luxe of £
1,000 signed copies, handsomely bound
3
£
in cloth, with rich gilt top. The price
3
£
is $2.00, and on receipt of same, I will
mail you a copy. Remittances should £
be sent by check, registered mail or P. £
O. money order. Make checks payable £
to the undersigned.
£
Very truly yours,
Free inform ation concerning M A IN E ’S
£
J. W . B r a c k e t t ,
£
Phillips, Me.
F IS H IN G and H U NTIN G R E G IO N S;

WKKm
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SPORTSMAN’S

INFORMATION.

£
To Every Reader o f Maine Woods. £
P h il l ip s , Jan. 14, 1902.
£
Our woods and waters are bringing
£
Maine a good deal of money; and more
£
every year. W e ought to be sure that
the attractions do not wear out; and £
they will unless we give fish and game £
some chance to keep pace with fishing £
and shooting.
£
The fish and game department needs
£
more money for wardens to patrol our
great forests and protect the moose and £
deer from slaughter.
£

How shall this money be raised?
What do you think of the idea of tax
ing nonresident hunters to provide the
necessary cash?
If you will write us on this subject,
for or against, we will do what we can
to further our common interest. Be as
They Fish For Pickerel.
short as you can; we may want to print
Mr. Geo. A . Abbott of Bangor, accom your letter.
Yours truly,
panied by W . II. and Am os P. Abbott
J. W . B r a c k e t t .
made a fishing trip a few days ago to In
dian pond.
The party caught about
Bears Out o f Winter Quarters.
forty handsome pickerel, all of good
It is reported that four bears crossed
size.
They occupied the fish house
the ice on Squa Pan lake last Saturday.
which the Abbotts built some years ago,
Just what caused them to awaken from
made to haul about from place to place
their hibernation is not known, but it is
on a sled yet large enough to accommo
supposed they were routed by some
date mattresses and for six to sleep on
lumbering crew.
nights and being fitted with a stove.
The party met with a decidedly new expenem
the

3
3
3
3

descriptive circulars of hotels, cam ps and
summer resorts o f all binds, tim e-tables,
list of guides, etc., can be obtained free

j

by addressing
M A IN E WOODS IN FO RM ATIO N BU R E A U ,
Phillips, Maine.

If you w a n t to k n o w w h e r e to ge t go od

FISHING.
or desire circulars, descriptive
regarding H - '

■

MAENE

4

WOODS,

W e have received a few letters indi
cating that the writers had the impres
sion that the next legislature might be
expected to pass a law taxing visiting
sportsmen who come to the state to fish.
Nobody in the state advocates a fisher
men’ s tax, so far as we know, although
there are a great many who believe that
more money for the Fish aud Game de
partment should be raised by charging
T h e law' mentioned above relating to big game hunters a small tax.
the slaughter of wild birds is too broad.
Ch a ir m a n Ca r l e t o n , of the Fish
There are other birds that are the ene
and Game commission, in his address
mies of our fish. There are the herons
before the Ariel club at LewistoD, last
and the kingfishers. A correspondent
week, speaking of the liberality of the
in an exchange reports that at Rangeley
Maine game law, brought to light what
he used to visit the hatchery frequently,
some had evidently forgotten. He said
and on one of his visits saw that some of
a sportsman may legally take 25 pounds
the troughs had suffered severely in the
of fish in one day of open season; he
loss of the young fish. On asking the
may kill two deer and one bull moose
cause, he was told that it was due to the
and take them home, and partridges may
herons and kingfishers. Nothing could
be killed in any number for private con
be done because the birds were protect
sumption but not for market or to be
ed by law. The herons were the worst shipped out of the state.
of the two as they came around in the
night and scooped up a quart of the lit
tle fellows at a gulp.

aged, but at the same time, we must
have assurance that the game shall not
suffer. It would take away much of the
P u blish ed W e e k ly a t P h illips, H e pleasure of a summer’s outing to many
if they were not allowed to enjoy this
Boston Office, 147 Summer Street, W. Wal practice. A s a partial remedy for this,
lace Waugh, Hanager.
let everyone who takes a gun into the
N ew s of the North flaine W o o d s woods at any other than open season,
give a bond that he will not kill game.
and Country.

MAINE WOODS.

Advance Subscription Rates.
One Year,...................................................$1.00
Six Months,...... .............................................50
Three Months.................................................25
Single Copies,...................... •
’ ........................ 3c
Subscription price when not paid within
three months, $1.50 a year.

Credit for remittance on subscriptions is
given on yellow slip on paper. If this is not
c jrrect notify the Maine woods. We do not
mail receipts.
The Maine Woods is glad to receive com
munications from its readers upon topics of
public interest, but the name of the author
mast in all Instances accompany the commun
ication, not necessarily for publication, but
s a guarantee of good faith.
The Maine Woods does not hold itself re
sponsible for, nor does it necessarily endorse
the views of its correspondents.
When ordering the address of your paper
eoanged, pleasejgive the old as well as new
address.
Remember that the publisher must "be
notified by letter when a subscriber wishes
his paper stopped. All arrearages must be
paid.
W e should value communications
The price of $1.00 per year for the Maine
W oods applies only to subscriptions paid in ad from our readers on these subjects.
vance. All arrearages must be paid at the rate
of $1.50 a year. Do not expect any deviation
T he smelt fishermen are having their
from this rule.
J. W. BRACKETT, Publisher. -innings down on the coast. They have

The Edition o f Maine Woods
This Week is 4,000.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1902.
Franklin County Officers.
Clerk of Courts—Byron M. Small, Farmington.
County Attorney—Herbert S. Wing, Kingfield.
Judge of Probate—Josiah H. Thompson,
Farmington.
Register of Probate—Frank W. Butler,
Farmington.
Register of Deeds—Charles F. Coburn
Farmington.
Treasurer—Carleton P. Merrill, Farmington
Sheriff—James F. Worthley, Strong.
Deputies—Alonzo Sylvester, Farmington;
Herman Sanborn, Wilton; A. J. Merriman,
Jay; Heber H. Alien, Jay; Joseph A. Witham,
Weld; J. B. Noble, Phillips; W B. Small,
Kingfield; George M. Esty, Rangeley; James
H. Howes, New Sharon; Nelson Gould, Farm
ington.
County Commissioners—Daniel W. Berry
Chairman, Berry Mills; Isaac W. Greene, Coplin; George D. Clark, New Vineyard.
Terms of Supreme Judicial Court, the first
Tuesday of February, third Tuesday of May
and fourth Tuesday of September.
Terms of Probate Court, the third Tuesday
o f each month
Regular sessions of County Commissioners
Court, last Tuesday of April and last Tuesday
of December.

FEBRUARY

7,
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IN AND ABOUT STRONG.

Mrs. Fred Daggett very pleasantly eu
tertained about twenty of her friends at
a crokonole party at her home Tuesday
Major Holman F. Hay Entertains night.
Miss Stella Thompson, telegraph op
the People With Readings.
erator at the Falmouth Hotel, Portland,
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods.] came home Tuesday night of this week
for a rest and to regain her health.
St r o n g , Feb. 5, 1902.
The people of Strong were given a
Strong High School Notes.
rare treat on Friday evening of last |
week. The Epworth league secured the j The schools closed Monday on ac
count of Sunday’s big storm.
services of Major Holman F. Day to give S
Prof. Brown has had rhetoricals this
readings in the Methodist church. A ;
term.
good number attended the entertain-1
“ The Spy of Gettysburg” will be
ment and greatly appreciated it.
played by the class of ’08, under the
Dyer’s orchestra furnished music for management of Mrs. Flora Carr.
It
the occasion.
Between the readings will probably he staged about the 7th of
March. Following is the cast of char
solos were pleasingly rendered by Miss
acters ;
Annie Howard and Mrs. Horatio Luce. Gen. Meade,
Elmer Brown
Harry Lenox,
Harold Shaw
Ice cream was served at intermission.
The German Medicine company have
closed their entertainments here aud
have gone to Kingfield. In the voting
contest the Johnson baby secured the
silver pitcher.

Maj. Timothy Tapley,
Uncle Moses Mnlvey,
Cyril Blackburn,
Solomon,
Capt. Warren,
Private Jenison,
Mabel Meredith,
Lottie Evans,
Mrs. Moses Mulvey,

Ralph Lewis
Bertram Hartwell
Earl Richardson
Howard S fcaples
Chas. Sharkey
Tremont Allen
Emma Dickey
Blanche Foster
Avis Welch

Pair o f Good Cattle.
C. H . Bonney, Sumner, has some fine
cattle and among them is a pair of white
heads, 3 years old, that girth 7 feet and
weigh upwards of 3,000 pounds. They
are sleek and fat and show good careTheir ration each day is one quart of
brau and one quart of cotton seed meal,
with plenty of hay.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured.
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one way to cure Deafness and that is by con
stitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by
an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining
of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube gets
inflamed you have a rumbling sound or im
perfect hearing, and when it is entirely
closed Deafness Is the result, and unless the
inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will
be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten
are caused by catarrh, which is nothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous sur
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Sendior circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Jgir'Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

125 tents on the ice at Surry.

I t is rather surprising that last year
only 41 towns of the state took advan
tage of the law establishing state roads
Only five of these towns have been given
certificates by the county commissioners
showing that they have fully complied
with the requirements of the law. The
law provides that the municipal officers
shall request the county commissioners
to designate that highway running
through the town which they consider
the best, and that highway shall be
known as a state road. The town may
recover from the state, for permanent
improvements on said highway, one-half
of the sum expended, not to exceed
$100.

C. W . B E L L , M. D.
Physician and Surgeon
(Office at residence of J. H. B ell)
STRONG,
MAINE
Telephone connection

Chas. B. Richardson,
Graduate

DOCTOR
S t ro n g ,

Mr. Widney’s Party.

OF O P T IC S,
Maine.

T h e diBCussion in regard to the Ohio
Eyes Examined Free.
and Indiana sportsmen that resulted in
the reply through M a in e W oods laH
week of Mr. H. M. Widney, manager of
Cheap Prices in Fall and W in te r
the Indiana party, has created wide
S ty le s of
spread interest.
There is a widespread opinion that
these men, who, admittedly spend less
money in the state than the average
— AND —
hunter, are also poachers of the worst
type.
W e have the word of Mr. Widney,
C. E. D Y E R S
who is unknown in the state and of Mr.
Drug S to re,
F. L. Shaw of Portland, who is well |
known all over Maine, that the men in | S tro n g ,
.
.
.
ilain e.
question are not poachers. Mr. Widney
knows whether his party poached or not
and Mr. Shaw had better opportunities
for learning about it than other citizens
of the state had.
Admitting that these men live up to
the letter of the law while here, it is not
AT
strange that some of the camp and hotel
owners and dealers in camping supplies,
Strong Toothpick Mill.
etc., feel that they should receive some
profit from the expenditures of people
2500 cords of white birch,
who come to the state hunting and
1000 cords of yellow birch,
2500 cords of white poplar,
shoot game in the vicinity where they
for which good prices w ill be
do business.
paid delivered at the mill, or
It is only a business proposition after
on the cars along the line of
all. The whole subject is viewed from
the Sandy River, Franklin
a business standpoint throughout the

J Wall
|

|

Paper

Curtains

Lumber Wanted

& Megantic and Phillips &
Rangeley railroads.
Forp rices and further infor
mation, apply to

state.
the suggestion of Mr. E. E. Patridge
of Boston, in our last week’ s issue, in
the matter of the hunting license, seems
worthy of consideration, at least. He
suggests that every gun taken into the
woods be subjected to a tax of $5, and
an additional $10 be levied on each
moose and $5 for each deer taken out of
the state.

S o m eth in g should be done about the
taking of guns into the woods during
close season.
Parties go fishing with
guns, go canoeing with guns, go on a
wTalk with guns— in fact, the gun is
their constant companion.
W e do not
see the need of it.
A correspondent
tells of parties returning from a sum
m er’s outing and telling of the venison
and partridge they consumed in camp.
“ Guns,” they say, “ are taken into the
woods for protection.”
To protect
them from becoming game hungry, we
think.
I f these same persons do not take
guns to shoot game with, it cannot be
that they want to shoot birds, for we
have a law which says that no person
shall, within the state of Maine, kill or
catch, or have in his possession, living
" v wild bird, other than a
«nn, nor shall the
f*rnved.

J. C. TIR R ELL,
Superintendent.
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MATCH BOX.

\Her Glasses
A Great Benefit
To Her.
“ In regard to my eyes, I
can truthfully say that my glass
es have been a great benefit to
m e ; not only a benefit, but
they have greatly improved my
health. I have no more ner
vous and fainting spells.”
•o o o O O O O O o o .

WoT

PRESSON, Optician,
,,v a v ,

TAGS AND FL O R O D 0 R A 'B A N D S ARE O F EQUAL
V A L U E

A N D

M A Y

B E

A S S O R T E D .

S ix l

a

Cm .

KMIVCS ANO FOMAS.

aucKHOMy
HAN D U S .

O ur N ew Illu stra ted

C A TA LO G U E O F P R ES E N TS
FO R !Q 0 2
includes many articles not shown here. It contains the most attractive
List of Presents ever offered for Tags, aud will be sent by mail on receipt of
postage—two cents.
Our offer of P resen ts for T a gs w ill expire N ov. 3 0 t h , 1 9 0 2 .
CONTINENTAL TOBACCO CO.

Write your name and address plainly on outside of package containing
Tags, and forward Tags by registered mail, or express prepaid. Be
sure to have your package securely wrapped, so that Tags will not be
lost in transit. Seud Tags aud requests for Presents (also requests for
catalogues) to
C . M y. B R O W N ,
4 2 4 1 Folsom A v e .,
S i. Louis, M o .
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Household

m

Salem.

A

Miss Gertie Mills is working at Kingfield.
lloland Plaisted was in Phillips a few
days recently.
I D. Adley lost a good horse a short
time ago.
Mrs. Emily W ills is visiting friends in
Frefeman.
George Childs was out from Madrid
over Sunday.
Sidney Reed was home from Wilton
recently.
Mrs. F. E. Harris and daughter visited
in Kingfield this week.
Fred Smith of New Vineyard was in
town a few days since.
John Ellsworth and son, Arthur, have
gone to Bigelow to work.
Mr. and Mrs. W . S. Dodge entertained
a small whist party Wednesday evening.
Frank Sampson and mother of Phillips
visited at E. S. Hayford’s Sunday.
Edgar Smith and wife are out o f town
for a few days on business.
Morrill Goldsmith was at home from
Phillips over Sunday.
L. C. Ellsworth is getting out s ome
A 1 shovel blocks.
George Goldsmith is driving team for
Fred L. Ellsworth.
John Lovejoy sold his horse a few
days since to parties at Strong.
A bn er W . Mayo and son Henry have
been cutting and hauling ice from Salem
pond the past week.
Quite a number of the young people
attended the sociable on the valley road
at A lbert H u ff’s Saturday evening.
There were no preaching services at
either church last Sabbath on account
of the storm.
Monday morning the mail carrier had
to make his trip on snowshoes.
He
made it ju st the same.
John A . Ellsworth and son Arthur
went to Bigelow to work in the woods
Saturday.
H . G. Moody and Fred L. Ellsworth
are at work on the main road from W .
S. Dodge’s lumber yards to his mill.
Miss Sadie J. Lowell, Eva M. Harris
Daisy Davenport, and Luiie M. Heath
attended the drama at Kingfield a few
evenings since.
Rev. B. V . Davis of Kingfield will
preach at Union church next Sabbath
9th inst. at 2.30 p. m. Sabbath school at
1.30 p. m.

Colum n.

Under this beading we shall publish
each week cooking receipts which have
been tried and proved good.
W ill our
readers please send in receipts for their
favorite dishes?

BID FOR TRADE.

Many shopping women of our day demand a larger
variety ol’ dry goods to select from than the average
down-to-date countiy store can profitably keep in stock.
This state of affairs has brought about a large mail
order business between the people of the smaller towns
and the department stores of the larger cities, which in
deed, is very bad for the town, and worse for the coun
try merchant.
What I wish to suggest is this: That whenever you
have selected samples of the goods which you wish to
purchase, take these samples to a trader in your town
and have him send to the city store for the goods. Thus
you w ill help the town trader.
Why so?
Because a
merchant is allowed a discount on all goods that he buys
of other houses, which the individual customer is not
allowed. Therefore the merchant will, with the dis
count that is allowed him, pay all express charges on
the goods and w ill probably have a few cents left for his
pocket, and the customer is saved the risk and annoy
ance o f sending the money to the city store.
Also ask
the town trader to send and get samples for you.
For
tunately competition regulates prices so that customers
can usually get as good value for their money at one
store as at another.

Advice to Housekeepers.
Sugar and the whites of eggs whipped
together and baked in cake form are
called kisses. When nuts or cocoanuts
are added to the mixture they are
called macaroons.
Cotton is better than linen for ban
dages, as linen dries the skin too quick
ly and absorbs the dressing.
Plain
white cheese cloth is best for the pur'
pose.
Ivory can be cleaned with alcohol.
Never eat heartily when over tired,
Never go to bed hungry.
Do not let ink dry in the fabric.
Sponge at once with milk, and then
sponge out the grease of j,the milk w ith
benzine.
Flower garnitures are very much used
this season in bunches at one side of the
bodice, trailing down onto the skirt and
in tiny bouquet clusters beading the
flounces all around the skirt at intervals.
Large flowers, such as roses, chrysan
themums, orchids and geraniums, seem
to be most popular.

C. B. SEDCELEY.

CUSTARD PIE.

Order Your Printing Now.
CHARLES J. ZINGG,
formerly of Farmington, editor of Printers’ Ink. Mr. Zingg is recognized as one
of the leaders as a writer of advertisements that pull business.

Eustis.

A Share In a J e w e l.

M.
H. Wyman has been away on busi There is a story told o f a French serv
ness. He returned Wednesday.
ant who was shown a priceless jewel
Mrs T. C. Bateman has been at King- by a great duke.
field for the past few days.
“ Thank you, my lord duke,” said the
Quite a few of the young people here man of science, “ for allowing me to
attended the drama “ Our Jim” at Strat share 'with you the possession of so
ton Friday evening.
great a treasure.”
There was an entertainment at the
“ In -what w ay?” said the duke.
Spring Grove schoolhouse at the close
“ W h y, your grace can do no more
of Miss Bennitt’ s school.
There were
recitations by the scholars, followed by than look at it, and you have allowed
me to do the same.” — A ll the Year
games.
Mrs. Grac’ e Hauscome has been ill Round.

for a few days. She is attended by Dr.
L iv in g L ik e a Savage.
Report says that John Richards of Brimigion of Stratton.
Civilized people will be shocked at
Freeman, the contractor who had the
the advice of an English physician to
contract to haul birch squares from W .
Dixfield.
a wealthy patient to live like a savage
S. Dodge’s mill to New Vineyard has
Mr. Frank Willoughby, who has been to be cured. Savages, it may be re
sold out to another party.
sick with typhoid fever, is on the gain. called, do not belong to clubs, have no
J oe J osh .
J.
P. Edmunds is able to be out again
stock exchanges, know nothing o f trust
after a few weeks’ sickness and we are and trade combinations, run no polit
glad for he has been missed very much ical campaigns and so reserve some vi
Freeman.
from his place of basiness.
tality and nerve force for purely living
Clyde Durrell was at home from Strong
Mr. Charles Russell has a very nice purposes.—Baltimore American.
Sunday.
Boone colt by Robinson D four years
W alter Durrell and Newman Durrell old that weighs 942 pounds and isl5.2
Fonlish.
attended the K. of P. meeting at Strong in height and very stylish.
Robert Lowe, afterward Lord SlierWednesday evening to witness work in
Mr. Chester Durrell has sold his stage
the second rank. -»
broolc, once saw a deaf member of par
line from Dixfield to Carthage and Weld
*
C. E. D.
to Mr. Zenas Taylor and Mr. Ed Virgin liament trying his best to catch with
his ear trumpet the ivords of an ex
of this place.
Messrs. Hammons and Colcord Lave tremely dull speech. “Just look at that
North Freeman.
bought the National House at this place foolish man,” said Lowe, “ throwing
A snow storm is the natural result of and have moved in and are thoroughly awray his natural advantages.” .
the severely cold snap of last week.
renovating it and intend to make it a
Maude Durrell is working at Kingfield first-class house in every respect.
No D eferred Paym ents.
in the family of Sam Moores.
F.
H . Keene has moved into the “ Is your daughter learning to play by
Mrs. Milia Moores is with her sister, upper part of Z. Z. Towle’ s house. He note?”
takes possession of the store occupied
M rs. N . N. Peabody.
“ Certainly not,” answered Mrs. CumMrs. L. P. Dudley and son visited by W . W . W aite & Co., and has formed rox a little indignantly. “ W e pay cash
a
partnership
with
Mr.
Walter
EMelds.
friends in town last week.
for every lesson.
The idea!” —W ash
M iss Hattie Brown is caring for her
ington Star.
West Phillips Lumber Notes.
sister, Mrs. Gertrude Richards, who has
a little son.
W e ll Bred.
The late storm was a fierce one. Fif
H . P. Durrell is working for Ed Page teen inches of light snow fell and drifted
Gentleman—That
—That looks a well bred
hauling lumber from Lexington to Kingquite badly. Five pairs of cattle draw dog.
field.
Owner— I should think be was well
ing a sled and huge scraper left the road
Cob .
bred. W h y, be won’t have a bit of din
all right for the high steppers.
ner till he’s got his collar on!—Punch.
Last week was very favorable for the
New Vineyard.
loggers. Nearly 300,000 feet of logs
Mrs. Linnie Voter has returned from were drawn to the mill by Wilson’ s &
a visit to Avon and Phillips.
Lockhart’s teams. One pair of Lock
Fred and Gertrude Luce went to New hart’ s horses hauled to the mill 2,970
Sharon Friday night to attend a drama.
feet, and a four-horse team hauled 3,500,
M rs. Albion Turner returned from
which makes a total of 575,000 last Sat
Rangeley Tuesday.
M r. and Mrs. E. J. Voter were in urday night.
Wilson has six teams hauling from the
Strong last Sunday.
yard to the mill, and two jobbers,
Frank Luce commenced to saw in his
Stinchfield and Giles, both of Phillips.
new m ill Tuesday.
The woman who does her own work and
He also has four ox teams yarding in
M iss Annie Turner of Bethel is spend the woods.
takes care of children has need of all her
strength.
A ll around us there are examples
ing her vacation with friends in this
Lockhart is yarding with five pairs of
of what overwork will do. It overtaxes the
place.
horses and two pairs of oxen. He is at nerves too, and then trouble begins.
F. O. Smith was in Salem the past present hauling from the yard to the
Dr. Greene’s Nervura is the great strengthweek looking after his lumber interests mill with three teams.
ener for overworked women. It gives them
Holman is progressing finely with his strength from their food and strength from
in that town.
T h e High school closed last week. mill. The boilers are set, the engines perfect rest at night. It regulates the nerves
and builds up in every way.
M r. Burton returned to his home in in position; the main shafting and the
M rs . J ohn H. L aux , 48 Springfield Ave.,
carriages set.
Corinna Friday.
N .J., says:
The sawyer, Jones, made the remark Newark,
“ When I began to take Dr. Greene’s Nervura
M rs. Arthur and Barrett Ramsdell of
that if they had all the shafting they blood and nerve remedy I was terribly run down,
Farmington were callers in town one
~
would have the mill going in a week. My baby had been very
day the past week.
and I
The mill’ s capacity is 30,000 per day. sick,
was
nursin;
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Look entertained Mr. Albert Libby of Auburn has charge
him day am
a party at whist Saturday evening. There of the work in the mill.
night. I got'i
worried I|
were five tables. Miss Lottie Look won
Fred O’ Connell is scaling the logs as so
couldn’t
eat
the first prize for ladies; Alice W ilcox, they are hauled to Holman’s mill in a
nor sleep.
second; Archie Pratt, first gentlemen’ s very satisfactory manner on the
When I
tried toeat
prize; Leland Look, second. Consola
.
B okdkk .
my heart
tion prizes were given to J. P. Look and
seemed to
Mrs. Lizzie Look. A very enjoyable
come up in
MISTOOK HIS CALL.
a lump in
evening was spent with them.

H A R D JA T O R K

When Your Nerves Give Way, Dr.
Greene’s Nervura Builds Them Up
and Makes Honest Strength.

Lang Plantation.
About six inches of snow fell Sunday
Feb. 2, which will do the wagon roads
good.
L. B. Taylor has finished yarding and
is hauling to the landing,
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Dyar were in
Rangeley last week.
Ray Viles of Flagstaff was in town
last week to pay off Ed Cushman’s men
as he is through yarding logs.
Fred Gordon of Eustis was in town
last week.
“ I have used Chamnerlain’s Cough
Remedy for a number of years and have
no hesitancy in saying that it is the best
remedy for coughs, colds and croup I
have ever used in m y family.
I have
not words to express my confidence in
this Remedy,” — Mrs. J. A . Moore, North
Star, Mich.
For sale by W . A. D
Cragin, Phillips; E. H . W hitney, Range
le y ; C. E. Dyer, Stron g; and L. L.
M itchell, Kingfield.

“ Uncle Dau,” as a Boy, Gets Corn
and Pigweed Confused.
When “ Uncle Dan” Gammon of Peru,
was a young man, he and his father
were hoeing corn.
A ll at once Dan
threw down his hoe, saying, “ Father,
I ’ve had a call, and I ’m going up to
Roxbury and preach
the
gospel.”
“ H u m ph ,” said the old man, “ you have
either mistaken your call, or else the
good Lord don’ t know you as well as I
d o .”
A t another time they were hoeing in
the corn field, Dan was ahead, and the
old gentleman noticing a large pigweed
in D an’ s row, said, “ Dan, why didn’ t
you pull up that pigweed?” “ I thought
’ twas corn,” said Dan.
‘W ell, if you
th ou gh t ’ twas corn, why didn’ t you lioe
it?”
“ Cause I didn’t see it,” said Dan,
very m eekly.
“ Uncle Dan” once found a bee trep.
He cut it down and, (so be says) took
from the tree, seven wash tubs fu ll of
honey. There was a leak in the tree
and en ou gh leaked out to fill a big “ hol
ler” lull, besides.

my throat
and choke me,
and I would leave
everything un-H
tasted. Any little
noise would make
me jump, and I
lost all my color
and got so thin I
thought I would
break down my
self. That wasl
when I decided to
take Dr. Greene
Nervura blood
and nerve rem
edy, and I
amthankful
to say it
helped me
wonderfully
It enabled me to bear the terrible strain of my
baby’s sickness, and kept me from breaking down
in spite of all I had to stand. My appetite and
color returned and 1 began to gain flesh. I rec
ommend Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
remedy to all women run down through over
work, sickness, or any cause, and I give this let
ter in the hope that other mothers who are
worrying over their sick children and trying to
do their work, may know how to keep up the
health under such trying circumstances.”
You love your home and your children,
and you want to do the work, but when you
over-do, your nerves begin to cry out against
outrage. You must have help, and you’ll
find it in Dr. Greene’s Nervura, which is
known everywhere, and which is every
where working wonders for women,

The Sportsmen’s Exposition in Boston w ill be held February 22 to
March 15 , 1902. The N ew Y o r k Show w ill be March 5 to 19.
Circu
lars and othe. advertising matter for distribution at both or either of them
should be prepared at once.
I can do your printing as quick as anybody, but it takes time.
Order early.
Y ours very truly,
J . W. B R A C K E T T ,
Editor M a i n e W oo ds ,
Phillips, Maine
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N

R IV E R

R . R.

Monday, Oct. 14,1901.
Tr’n 1 Tr’n 3 Tr’n 6
A. M . P . M . P . M

North.
Farmington,...... ..lv

MOLASSES COOKIES.
Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and Dea d
Cup of molasses, cup of sugar, put
River region.
sugar into sour milk to dissolve it, cup
T T TVCT H - t p

a

of shortening, teaspoonful of soda, small
teaspoonful of cream tartar, ginger and
AM
PM a little nutmeg.
Flour enough to roll.
11 00 f2 40 Bake in a quick oven.

In Effect December 16,1901.

SOUTH.
Bigelow, lv
Carrabassett,
ar

Slv

11 00 12 10 440

11 20

AM

AM

11 60

PM

3 10
4 CO

7 00 t7 10 12 50
*N. Freeman, lv
7 05
1255
So. Strong,..........
•Mt. Abram Jct., lv
7 30
Salem, „
7 20 7 40
110
l
ar
P M.
Strong,............ ..
♦Summit, lv
7 22 8 35
112
l lv 12 05 12 42 5 10
*W. Freeman, lv
7 35
125
Phillips,.............
12 30 1 00 5 30
Strong, ar
7 45 9 05
140
NORTH.
AM A M p M
Strong, lv
8 15 |10 00 5 15
*W. Freeman, lv
8 25
5 25
Tr’n 2 Tr’n 4 Tr’r t
♦Summit, lv
8 35 10 30 5 35
South.
A. M. A. M. P. M.
Salem,
8 40 10 35 5 40
•Mt Abram Jet., lv
8 45 10 40
•No, Freeman, lv
8 50
5 50
Phillips............... . . l v 730 8 30 130
( ar
9 00 11 30 6 00
Kingfield, {
pm
Strong,............... ..lv 7 50 910 1 50
(lv
9 15 12 30
Carrabassett,
9 46 1 05
So. Strong,..........
Bigelow, ar
10 15 1 40
•Flag stations. Trains stop on notice to
Farmington,......
8 20
10 00 2 20
conductor. tMixed trains.
Close connection is made at Strong with
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, Port
WESTON LEWIS Pres. F. N. BEAL, Supt land and Boston.
Stage connection at Bigelow h r Stratton
and Eustis, at Carrabasset for Flagstaff and
Dead River.
Time-Table.
GEO. M. VOSE. SUPERINTENDENT.

PHILLIPS & RANGELEY R. R.

The only all-rail route to Rangeley Lake.
The quickest and easiest route to the Dead
River Region via Dead River Station. Stage
connection with every through train foi
Stratton, Eustis and all points inland.
On and after Oct. 14,1901, trams on tne Phil
lips & Rangeley railroad will run as follow f
until further notice:
EAST.
AM P M
Phillips, Lv | . ,
7 45 5.30
•Madrid,
8.05 5.45
•Reed’s Mil], ,
8.15 5.f5
•Sanders’ Mill, . .
8.30 6.05
( ar
Redington Mills, . . L
de
900 6.30
•Log Track No. 2, ,
9.20 6.40
Dead River, . . .
9.40 6.50
Rangeley, ar . .
10.30 7.05
Rangeley, Lv . .
11.30 200
Dead River,
11.42 2.15
•Log Track No. 2,
11.54 2 30
ar
PM
Redington Mills, .
12 05 2.45
de
•Sanders’ Mill, .
12.23 3.15
•Reed’s Mill, . .
12.30 3.30
•Madrid, . . . .
12 35 3.40
Phillips, ar . .
12 50 4.00
•'Trains stop on signal or notice to conductor.
Fletcher Pope , Gen. Man’g’r.
H. H. Field , G. P. & T. A.
A. L. Robertson Superintendent.

Teams of All
Descriptions.
Parties desiring teams of any kind
to any point in this region can be ac
commodated by notifying

HUNTOON & OAKES,
PROPRIETORS.

Stable next to Oquossoc House.

Ran g el ey ,

-

-

Maine.

Greene’s Staee Line
Dead River to Eustis,
W ill

start for the season

M A Y IO 1902.

I.

W.

DOUGHNUTS.
Two eggs, cup of sugar, cup of sour
milk, ^ teaspoonful cream of tartar, and
1 of soda. Flour enough to roll out.
Raise 10 minutes.

FRANKLIN & MEGANTIC RY.

TIM E - TABLE.
S A N D Y

T R A N S P O R T A T I O N

One quart of sweet milk,^ 2 table
spoonfuls of cornstarch, 6 tablespoon
fuls of sugar, 1 tablespoonful of butter,
1 egg. Flavor with lemon or vanilla.
Mix together and bring to a boil. H ave
the crust baked in advance and put the
custard into the crust.
When cold
cover with thick whipped cream.
Mrs. W m . Howland.
Avon, Me.

G R E E N E , P r o p ’ r,

Cop lin, M a i n e .
T h i s spa ce b e l o n g s to the

Rangeley Lakes
Steam boat Co,
Watch it carefully for full
information about New Steam
boat Service etc., for the Sea
son of 1902.
H . H. F I E L D ,
Gen. M an’g ’r, Phillips, Me.

Portland & Romford Falls Ry.

Altina Stetson.
LewistoD, Me.

FRUIT CAKE.
Two cups sugar, 1 cup molasses, | cup
butter, 4 eggs, 1 teaspoon each of all
kinds of spice, 1 cup of sweet milk in
which 1 teaspoonful of soda is dissolved,
4 cups of flour, 3 cups of stoned raisins.

LIGHT CAKE.
Two cups of sugar, ! cup melted but
ter, 3 eggs, 1 cup sweet milk, with 1 tea
spoonful of soda, dissolved, 2 teaspoon
fuls of cream tartar sifted in 3 cups of
flour.
S. J. F.
Dead River, Me.

RICE PIE.
Beat yolks of 3 eggs, add 1 cupful of
sugar, 1 cupful boiled rice, 3 cupfuls
milk. Mix well and stir in whites of 3
eggs, well beaten. Nutmeg if desired.
Bake as custard pie.
J. F.

D IR E C T L IN E TO R A N G E L E Y L A K E S .

ThroJgh Time-Table, in Effect Oct. 28, 1901.
h ro u g h

T B A IN S .

c o m m o d io u s

q p l e n d

Maine Woods Cook Book.

d

^OACH ES.
' ervice
Ja y , Me ., Jan. 31, 1902.
GOING SOUTH.
A. M. A. M. P. M. To the Editor o f the Maine W oods:
Bemis, lv
7 20
Rumford Fails, lv
M a in e W oods is always a welcome
9 10 2 40
Mechanic Falls, lv
6 55 10 41 4 07 visitor at our bouse each week, but
Rumiord J et, lv
7 27 11 12 4 37

Portland, Union Sta., ar

8 35 12 20 5 45
P. M.
Boston, (W. Div.Jar
12 45 4 10
Boston, (E. Div.,) ar
12 35 4 00 9 05
GOING NORTH.
A. M. A M . P. V.
Boston, (E. Div.,) lv
9.00 12 30
Boston, (W Div.,) lv
8 30 1 15
P. M
Portland, Union Sta., lv
8 30 12 55 5 15
P. M.
Rumford J e t, ar
9 40 2 15 6 21
Mechanic Falls, ar
10 06 2 41 6 45
Rumford Falls, ar
11 35 4 10
Bemis, ar
5 30
All trains run daily except Sundays, unless
otherwise noted.
This is the only standard gauge all rail line
to the Famous Hunting and Fishing Grounds
of the Rangeleys.
E. L. Lovejoy, Supt., Rumford Falls, Me.
R. C. Bradford , Traffic Mgr., Portland, Me.

I^ A I U R O A U

what interests me most is the House
hold column.
I am making a M a i n e W oods cook
book from the recipes taken 4from it
each week.
I will send a few of my recipes that I
have made many times, and know to be
good, and if this escapes the waste bas
ket will come again sometime.
In last week’s column I saw a recipe
for angel cake, and so I will send my
recipe for sunshine cake to use those
yolks of eggs that were left over, and it
is very nice, too.

SUNSHINE CAKE.
Two cups sugar, yoiks of 11 eggs, 1
scant cup butter, 1 cup milk, 1 teaspoon
cream tartar, ! teaspoon soda , 2 \ cups
of flour, flavor to taste and bake in a
moderate oven. Nellie E. Masterman.

(We are glad to receive such letters, and to
have the recipes that accompany them. Oth
ers sent in by our correspondent will appear
later .—Ed.)

ARRAN8EMEIT of trains'
14, 1901.
Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Cari
bou and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at
6.15 a m and Bangor at 3.15 p m
6.45 A M.—For and arriving at Lagrange at
8.00 a m, Milo 8 27 a m, Brownville 8 40 a m,
Katahdin Iron Works 10.00 a m, Norcross 9 36
a m, Millinocket 9.52 a m, Sherman 10.45 a m,
Patten 11.10 a m, Island Falls 1108 a m,
Smyrna Mills 11.45 a m, Weeksboro 12.10 p m,
Masardis 104pm, Ashland 130 pm . Houlton
12.10 p m, Presque Isle 1.58 p m, CaTibou 2 25 p
m, New Sweden 2.58 p m, Van Buren 4 00 p m ,
Fort Fairfield 2.15 p m, Limestone 3.20 p m,
Dover 9.C0 a m, Guilford 9.34 a m, Monson 1013
a m, Greenvile 10.60 am.
3.15 P M.—For and arriving at Brown ville
4.47 p m, Norcross 5 43 p m, Millinocket 5,67 p
m, Sherman 6.47 p m, Patten 7.17 p m, Island
Falls 7 11 p m, Houlton 8 05 p m, Mars Hill
and Blaine 9.15 p m, Presque Isle 9.47 p m,
Caribou 10.15 p m, Fort Fairfield 10.05 p m.
4.45 F M.—For and arriving at Lagrange 6.07
p m, Milo 6.32 p m, Brownville 6.45 p m,
Katahdin Iron Works 7.25 p m, Dover and
Foxcroft 6.57 p m, Guilford 719 p m, Monson
7.55 p m, Greenville 8.30 p m, Quebec 1.30 p m,
Montreal 8.35 a m.
in

EFFECT M ONDAY, OCTOBER

D Y S P E P S IA
“ F o r s ix years I w a s a v ictim o f d ys
p epsia in its worst form, I could eat nothing
but milk toast, and at times my stomach would
not retain and digest even that. Last March 1
began taking CASCARETS and since then I
have steadily improved, until I am as well as I
ever was in iny life."
D a v id H. M u r p h y , Newark, O.

■

CANDY
CAI
CATHARTIC
rlAKTIC

m o c w m Iq
TRAD! MARK RfOWTfRZO

A R R IV A L S
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good. Do
9 30 A M. Leaving Montreal 8.05 p m, Que Good* Never Sicken, Weaken, or Gripe, 10c, 25c, 5UC.
bec 2.40 p m, Greenville 5.30 a m. Monson 5.55
... C U R E C O N S T IP A T IO N . . ..
a m, Guilford 6.42 a m, Dover 7.00 a m. Katah
din Iron Works 6 20 a m, Brownville 7.20 a m, SUrling Remedy Company, Chicago, Montreal, Sew York, i l l
Milo 7.30 a m, Lagrange 8.00 a m.
Sold and^n^ranteedb^an^rug1.05 P M. Leave Caribou 6.15 a m, Presque
Isle 6.42 a m, Fort Fairfield 6.20 a m, Houlton
8.20 a m, Ashland 7 00 a m, Masardis 7.25 a m,
Weeksboro 8 18 a m, Smyrna Mills 8.44 a m,
Island Falls 9.17 a m, Patten 9 05 a m, Sher
A F r ie n d in the C a m p
man 9.40 a m, Millinocket 10.28 a m, Norcross
10.39 a m, Brownville 11.32 a m, Milo 1141 a m.
and H o u s e h o l d .
7 20 P M.—Leaving Greenville 3.35 p m,
Monson 3 40 p m, Guilford 4.47 p m, Dover 5 06
Occidental
Ointment and Balm of
p m, Limestone 9.50 a m, Van Buren 10.00 a m,
Sure cure for Piles, Salt
New Sweden 11.02 a m, Caribou 11.45 a m, Luzon.
Presque Isle 12.15 p m, Fort Fairfield 11.15 a
m, Houlton 2.00p m, Island Falls 3 00 p m, Rheum , Corns, Cuts, Burns and
Patten 2.55p m, Sherman 3 25pm.Millinocket Skin Diseases generally. Never fails.
4 16 p m, Norcross 4.30 p m. Katahdin Iron
Works 3.15 p m, Brownville 5.30 p m, Milo 5.40 25 cents. Sole agents, W. A . D .
p m, Lagrange 6.07 p m.
Cragin, Phillips ; C. E . D yer, Stro n g;
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
Traffic Manager. L L . Mitchell, Kingfield; C. E .
W. M. BROWN, Superintendent.
M arr, Farmington.
Bangor, Me., October 10,1901.

M A IN E

6
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| LOCAL NEWS DEPARTMENT. |

WOODS,

FEBRUARY

Twenty Members.
— Hon. N. P. Noble has been attend
ing court this week.
— Mr. H . H. Berry of Cambridge was
Popular Business Man Takes To
in town the first of the week.
— Mrs. Clifton Plaisted was in Farm
Himself a Wife.
ington the last of the week.
— “ Uncle” Darwin Prescott is a little [Special correspondence to Maine W oods.]
improved over the condition reported
K in g f ie l d , Feb. 3, 1902.
last week.
Wednesday
of last week W . S. Larra— Colby Whittemore has been en
gaged as clerk in the grocery store of bee of Auburn and R. D. Leavitt of TurMr. A . L. Pratt.
nier organized a grange with the follow
— The pastor of the M. E. church will ing officers: Master, Orren Tufts; over
preach Sunday morning on “ The King
seer, I. N. Stanley; chaplain^ W. G.
dom of Faith.”
Doyen; secretary, Mrs. Ellen Small; lec
— The King’ s Daughters will meet
Friday evening of this week with Mrs. turer, Mrs. B. T. Stanley; ceres, Mrs.
Estelle Tufts; steward, C. L. Barker;
Cora Beedy.
— Mrs. H . J. Hescock returned this assistant steward, B. T. Stanley; lady
week from a visit of a few days to her assistant steward, Miss Elsie Tufts;
parents in East Wilton.
gate keeper, Ed Ellis.
Time and place
— Don Harden writes that he was
of meeting are to be decided at a later
initiated recently into the Alpha Kappa
date.
society at Brunswick.
The drama, “ Our Jim ,” was played
— Between the snowstorms the people
of Phillips are talking and planning for to a good house Thursday evening and
a celebration here July 4.
was very much enjoyed by all. The
— M. H. V . Starrett, representing G. parts were all well taken, "the company
M . Donham, publisher of the Maine
went to Stratton, Friday, and played at
Register, was in Phillips this week.
— H. F. Beedy, Esq., wife and daugh Greene’ s hall in the evening to a good
ter are at the Exchange Hotel, Farming- house. They went by train to Bigelow
ton, during the session of court.
where Landlord Durrell’ s teams from
— Oscar Aldrich has returned from the Blanchard House met them and
Bigelow, where he has been at work and took them to Stratton.
They were roy
will now work at Holman’ s mill.
ally entertained by Host Durrell; noth
— The East Madrid post office will be
discontinued when the rural free deliv ing was left undone by him to make
ery routes from Phillips are established. their stay pleasant. They arrived home
— Mrs. Sarah Bangs vwent to Rumford Saturday on the noon train all voting
Falls, Saturday, for a two -weeks’ visit that Stratton was the banner town to
to her daughter, Mrs. C. H. McKenzie. have a good time in.
— Mrs. J. A . Russell of Rangeley was
Dr. Pennell went to Portland last Fri
in town a few days this week, called
here by the sickness of her mother, day with Mrs. Ira Sedgeley to the Maine
General hospital for treatment. He was
Mrs. Dutton.
detained there over
Sunday.
Mrs.
— Charles Hammond, Geo. Dennison,- Sedgeley’ s mother, Mrs. Lovejoy is
Joseph Barden and Daniel Libby went keeping house for her during her ab
to Kingfield, Wednesday, to work on a sence.
dam for Carl Lewis.
Rev. B. V . 'Davis and his daught .*
— Sunday, Feb. 9, will occur the bac
calaureate sermon before the graduating and husband, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs.
class of the High school. Rev. J. B. Snell, are all on the sick list.
Ranger will deliver the sermon.
Elmer Williamson’ s little son is under
— Mme. Nordica is still suffering from the care of Dr. Simons.
the shock received in the recent railroad
John Williamson, 99 years old last
wreck. The first of the week she was month had a slight shock Saturday
unable to receive visitors.
night.
— Mrs. Eliza Dutton, who suffered a
C. B. Hutchins is suffering with a car
partial shock last week, is considerably
buncle.
improved. If nothing new sets in it is
expected that she will recover.
Talk about big loads, E. E. Tufts
— The new snowplow built this winter came in with one last week that beats
for the Sandy River railroad company, them all. Mr. Tufts has charge of the
was brought into requisition during the lumber crew of the Jenkins & Bogert
Last Friday
recent storm. It worked to perfection. Manuracturing company.
one of the teamsters was off and he took
— Mrs. Oscar Wilkins was in town
the team. He thought he would show
Wednesday en route for her home in
the boys how to haul birch, so he loaded
Wilton. Mr. and Mrs. Wilkins have
the sled with what he thought one pair
been spending a few days in Rangeley.
of horses ought to haul and when the
— Hon. N. P. Noble has accepted the
scaler put his rule on to it at the mill it
invitation of the Republican state com
figured up 324 feet— i feet over
cords
mittee to be temporary chairman of the
of white birch. Next.
Republican state convention to be held
in Portland, June 11.
Owing to the storm the business meet
— Tfie assembly, postponed last Mon ing of the executive committee of the
day night on account of the storm, will Public library association, which was
be held at Bates hall next Monday to have been held at the home of Mr. E.
evening, Feb. 10. Music by Miss Alden’s Williamson, did not materialize. It is
orchestra of Farmington.
now arranged to meet Wednesday even
— Ladies’ night was observed at the ing at 7 o’clock in a room of the French
board of trade rooms Tuesday evening. block.
The party was entertained at cards.
The Young People’s club, recently
Excellent music was rendered by Mrs.
organized, met at the home of Mrs. F.
Mabel Austin Clement at the piano.
B. Hutchins Friday evening when a very
— Lee Estey, son of J. D. Estey, for
enjoyable time was spent. After the
merly of Phillips, has had an offer of
$40 per month to go at work in the office roll call the evening’ s entertainment
in Soquel, Cal., for a Mr. Houghton, for consisted of dialogues, readings, recita
merly of Kingfield. Mr. Houghton gets tions, a question box and drawings.
$250 per month for his services from a Principal L. W . Elkins was present and
very wealthy N. Y . m an; and young Es gave a short talk upon “ Patriotism,”
tey lias reason to expect higher wages emphasizing the thought that true
patriotism consisted in a life of good
in the future.
— Besides those who went to Strong ness, truth and happiness, rather than a
on the straw ride Thursday night the display of lung power on the4th of July.
following went with single teams: Mr. The club is under the direction of the
and Mrs. E. H . Shepard, Mr. and Mrs. ladies of the W . C. T . U., specially
B. L. Voter, Miss Josephine Whitney, superintended by Mrs. S. K. Pullen.
Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Mrs. Herbert Huntoon,
Owing to the storm Rev. J. A . Ward
Mrs. Fred Collins, Misses Georgia and aud A . E. Launders were UDable to fill
Celia Whitney, Messrs. Bert Pratt, Geo. their afternoon appointments at Salem
Bangs and A1 Morrill,
and East New Portland respectively.
— Friday
evening Blue
Mountain
The Women’ s Bible Reading society
Council, Daughters of Liberty, held a
supper and entertainment at the Grange meets at the home of Mrs. A . E. Saun
hall. It was a success both from a so ders Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’ clock.

N ew A d v e r t is e m e n t s .
Geo. McL. Presson, optician, of Farmington, tells of the benefits to be derived from
wearing glasses.
Statement of Northern Assurance company.
Statement of London and Lancashire Fire
Insurance company.
Statement of Lloyds Plate Glass Insurance
company.
Statement of the American Insurance com
pany.
Great bargains at A. R. Thurston’s Kingfield.
Shares in Huse Spool and Bobbin Co. for
sale. R. A. Huse, Kingfield.
Statement of Quincy Mutual Fire Insurance
Co.
Statement of Traders and Mechanics Mu
tual Insurance company.

Mr. G. L. Lowell, our popular jeweler,
went to Fairfield Wednesday of last
week. During his absence he will visit
his mother at Portland and on his return
will surprise some of his friends here by
bringing with him one of Augusta’s fair
daughters as a life partner. A t this
writing the happy couple are hourly
expected and will be heartily welcomed.
Mr. Cbas. L. Barker drove to Phillips
Friday of last week to visit his brother.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Barker.
Mrs. Eunice Webster has been con
fined to the house the past few days
from illness. W e are glad to learn she
is improving.

One to thirty $100 shares in Huse
Spool & Bobbin Co. for $75 each.
R. A . I I u s e , Kingfiek^ Me.

Farmington, Jan. 31, to Mr. and Mrs. S. O.
Tarbox, Jr., a son. (Orland Jordan Tarbox,
ejibs.)
Farmington, Jan. 19, to Mr. and Mrs. Percy
A. Bradford, a son.
Farmington, Jan. 15, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Pennock, a daughter.
Farmington, Jan. 16, to Mr. and Mrs. Will
E. Sprague, a daughter.
North Vienna, Feb. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. Edw.
A. Croswell, a daughter. (Susan Gladys, 8
lbs.)

Marriages.
Farmington, Jan. 18, by Louis Voter, Esq.,
Chas. O. Paul and Miss Mabel G. Clark, both
of Farmington.
Madison, Jan. 25, at the Congregational par
sonage, by Rev. C. L. Boothby, Clyde C. Day
and Miss Hattie J. Hopkins, both of New
Sharon.

Saved Her Child’s Life.
“ In three weeks our chubby little boy
was changed by Pneumonia almost to a
skeleton,” writes Mrs. W . Watkins of
Pleasant City, O. “ A terrible cough set
in, that, in spite of a good doctor’ s treat
ment for several weeks, grew worse
every day. We then used Dr. King’s
New Discovery for Consumption, and
our darling was soon sound and well.
W e are sure this grand medicine saved
his life.” Millions know it*s the only
sure cure for Coughs, Colds and all
Lung diseases. W . A . D. Cragin, Phil
lips; E. H. W hitney, Rangeley; C. E.
Dyer, Strong, and L. L. Mitchell, Kingfield, guarantee satisfaction. 50c, $1.00.
Trial bottles free.

RHEUMATISM
CU R E

Heaths.
East Wilton, Jan. 28, Stella G., daughter of
Mr and Mrs. N. E. Ranger, aged 10 years, 10
mos.
Somerville, Mass., Jan. 28, Mrs. Emily G.
wife of James L. Rand, aged 25 years, 4 mos.,
25 days
Temple, Feb. 2, Miss Lydia A. Tuck, aged 86
years, 10 mos.

CUT

FLOWERS.

For all occasions—Funeral Designs and So
ciety emblems. Prices reasonable. Roses,
#1.60 to $2.00 per dozen.; pinks 35 to 50c per
dozen; chrysanthemums $1.00 to $2.00 per
dozen, white pink and yellow; voiiets, 25c
bunch 26 blossoms; simlax, 25c string; calla
lilies, $3.00 per dozeD, with leaves.
W. A. D. CRAGIN.

E. L. P E N N E L L , M . D.,
Physician aud Surgeon,

When Prof. Munyon says his Rheumatism
Cure will cure rheumatism there isn’t any guess
work about it—there isn’t any false statement about
It. It cures without leaving any ill effects. It is a
splendid stomach and nerve tonic, as well as a posi
tive cure for rheumatism.
All the Munyon remedies are just as reliable, 25c.
rial. The Guide to Health is free. Munyon, New
York and Philadelphia.
MCHYOICS INHALER CURES CATARRH.

Telephone.

WM. T E L L
FLOUR.
A word to the wise is sufficient.

F rem on t S c a m m a n .

M A IN E .

HARTFORD

Kingfield.

Delicate S k in s
which are easily roughened by ex
posure to extremes of weather be
come velvety and smooth when my
ALMOND CREAM is used, it is heal
ing and protective. Nothing better
to use after shaving, try it.

K IN G F IE L D ,
M A IN E .

Kingfield,

OPTICIAN,
B y e s Tested

-

ME.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

$ 1,096,391 33
",798,50468
113 325 00

Total,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,'

I have

sold a good many carloads of
it.

So universal has been the

satisfaction it has given that I
have put in another carload.
I f yotfhave never used it, try
a barrel.

N e w Book s J u s t In.
C h a n c e for B a r g a i n s .
No b by T o i l e t Sets,
C ro ck er y w a r e , C h i 
na, B o o k s , T a b l e t s
and Stationery, T i n 
w are , etc*.

Commode Sets,
Class Ware,
Crockery,
T h e noted Lisk T i n
and A g a t e W a r e .

P R I C E S —W hy they are so L O W
thjey will surprise you.

W here?
at

J. A. L IN S C O TT ,
K i ng fi el d ,
Maine.

Round

Oak

A. R. Thurston’s,

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims,
$ 174,925 21
Reserved for reinsurance,
1,268,05100
Commissions and other demands
against the company,
114,07382
All liabilities except capital stock
and net surplus,
1,557,05003
Surplus beyond capital,
1,342,96161
$2,900,011 64
F loramond E. V oter , Farmington, Me.

K in gfield , Haine.

Stove

London and Lancashire Fire In

mi

surance Co.

does not make extra work. It saves extra
work.
It doos not and cannot leak, because all the
doors are ground on.
It does not leak air into the stove and burn
the fuel faster than is necessary.
It does not leak dust and ashes out into the
room and increase your housekeeping cares.
It is nothing but solid comfort from the legs
up
We have found Round Oak Stoves famous
for their heating qualtles for years and years.
Let us show them to you.

Phillips H ardw are Co,
Thomas

$2,900,011 64
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1901.

E . Oakes

D. S. AUSTIN,
D E A L E R IN

LIVERPOOL,
ASSETS.

$ 300,000 00
Real estate,
1,809,943 41
Stocks and bonds,
98,560 99
Cash in office and bank,
4,346 92
Bills receivable,
24,619 47
Interest and rents,
Uncollected premiums, 310,303 75
Less commission,
65,244 65
245 059 10
63,750 85
All other assets,
$2,546,270
74
Gross assets,
1,587 80
Deduct items not admitted, •

General. .
Merchandise

L IA B IL IT IE S , D E C .

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

$2,544,68294
31, 1901.
$ 155,641 30
1,602,04771
20,36466

Total,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$1,678,05367
866,62927

Total liabilities and surplus,
$2,644,68294
F. E. Voter , Agent, Farmington, Me.

writes the latest and best songs on the mar
ket. Price only 5 cents per copy.
WATCH FOR HIM.

Lloyds Plate Glass Insurance l o .,
NEW

^

ENGLAND.

DEC. 31, 1901.

Admitted assets,

Larrabee Bloc k,
KIN GFIELD ,

M A IN E.

Eastern Telephone 3-3.

K ing Quality Shoes.

^

4
'i -

YORK.

(Incorporated in 1882.)
Amount at risk, $17,063,024.13,
A S S E T S , DEC. 31, 1901.
Real estate owned by the com
pany, unincumbered,
$265,0(0 00
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value,
335,36440
Cash In the company’s principal
office and in bank,
18,65164
Premiums in due course of collec
tion ,
60,99336
$679,909 40
31, 1901.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims
$ 3,214 02
Reserved for reinsurance,
232,45439
Commissions and other demands
against the company,
27,98063
All liabilities except capital stock
and net surplus,
263,649 04
Capital paid up in cash,
250,100 00
Surplus beyond capital,
166,26036
L IA B IL IT IE S ,

dec .

$679,909 40

The American Insurance Co.
P H IL A D E L P H IA , P A .

— H EN C E TH E-

*

Cut In Prices.

4-

*

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1901.
$397 178 54
882,402 55
2.700 00
796,652 50
72,006 01
20,996 20
169.531 00
19,520 00

Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loans,
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and Bank,
Interest and Rents,
Uncollected Premiums,
All other assets,

Gross Assets,
Small sized Overcoats, limit=
4 - Net unpaidPremiums,
losses,
ed number, 33, 34 and 35, - f Unearned
All other liabilities,
Total,
Cash Capital,
former price
Surplus over all liabilities,
4 - Total liabilities and surplus,
Quincy Mutual Fire Ins. Co.,
$6 -$8 -$IO 4
4
Your choice from the lot,

$2,360,886 83

DEC.

31, 1901.

$179,563 76
1,514,258 00
30,351 50

$1,724,173 26
500,000 00
136,713 57
$2,360,886 83

Q U IN C Y , M A SS.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1901.

>«•••••••»-

I have a good supply of

in stock.

S. C. HALEY.

T R U E S
JL E L I X I R .
The only sure, safe, entirely vegetable remedy for
worms In children or adults. 35c at your druggists.
P it .

$12,283,814 81

Amount at risk, $230,218,260.00.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1901. ,
Real estate owned by the com
$ 130,000 00
pany, unincumbered,
Stocks and bonds owned by the
2,273,140 00
company, market value,
Cash in the company’s principal
124,104 23
office and in bank,
5,882 79
Interest due and accrued,
7,826 57
Bills receivable,
Premiums In due course of col
359,058 05
lection,

L IA B IL IT IE S

is an exf.ellent article.

$8,008,2210J
1,230,00000
3,025,59380

LONDON, ENGLAND.

Great B a r g a i n s !
In W h a t ?

I ROOM WANTED
C O L U M R IA
FLO UR

$12,283,814 81

Northern Assurance Co.,
KINGFIELD, -

Hard Wood Bedsteads, $2.75,
Girls Wanted.
3 -25 > 3-65 and higher,
A number of girls can find agreeable
Chairs, 50c and higher.
! employment at the Strong toothpick
j mill. Apply to J. C. Tirrell, superin
Stands, 40c to $5.00.
Good eight day Walnut or Oak tendent, Strong, Me.
Clocks, with an alarm, for $3.0 0 .
Otherjfgoods at correspondingly
low prices.
I am doing the picture frame
work now.

GREENWOOD.

Gross assets,

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1901.

Total liabilities and surplus,

[Made by Beckwith, Dowaglac]

Furniture
Jewelry,
Silverware,
Clocks, Etc.

942,f 00 00
793,200 00
4,800 00
8,132,555 91
725,160 20
876,080 06
12,836 99
766,500 00
41,181 65

Free.

The Round Oak Stove

We are getting settled down to
regular business again after the rush
of the holiday season and can show
you a line of

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1901.

M ain e.

Does its w o r k and
lets you do you rs .

G R EEN W O O D .

CONN.

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
Uncollected premiums,
All other assets,

L. L. M i t c h e l l , D r u g g i s t

L O W E L L ,

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a cold
n one day. No cure, no Pay. Price 25 cents.

30 barrels of

Hartford Fire Insurance Co,,

* Incorporated May, 1810.
I have 1alien tlie store formerly occupied
Commenced Business August, 1810.
byE . C. Stanley and solicit your patron GEO. L. CHASE, President.
age I have also a good line of WRIT
P. C. Boyce, Secretary.
ING TABLETS and SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Capital Paid Up In Cash, $1,250,000,00.

J. C A L V IN FR EN C H ,

It. D. SIMONS, M. D.,
Physician and Surgeon.

Stops the Cough
and Works off the (’old.

Next week I shall receive

C o n f e c t io n e ry ,
C i g a r s and T o b a c c o .

K IN G FIELD ,
Telephone, 7-3.

C otton Seed M eal
Births.

ISC 2

For Sale.

IN KINGFIELD TOWN.
Mew Grange Organized With Over

cial and financial standpoint. A phono
graph furnished music before supper,
then Geo. A . Staples and Mrs. E. V.
H olt provided music for the games that
followed.
— On Thursday night a party took a
straw ride to Strong, attending the en
tertainment given by the German Medi
cine company. After the'.entertainment
an oyster supper was enjoyed at Hotel
Franklin.
L. A . Worthley acted as
driver of the four-horse team to the sat
isfaction of all. They were much pleased
with his carefulness which added much
to the enjoyment of the ride. The mem
bers of the party were: Mr. H . B. Aus
tin, Mrs. S. M. Clement, Mr. and Mrs.
W . A . D. Cragin, Mr. and Mrs. H . F.
Beedy, Mr. and Mrs. W . E. Millett, Mr.
and Mrs, D. F. Field, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. J. W . Brackett,
Mrs. H . W . True, Mr. R. H . McMullen,
Mr. F. N. Beal, Misses Bertha True, Elma
Byron, Everdene Shepard, Edith Hunter,
Elva Beal, Marion Noble.

7,

J. F . T R U E

&

C O ., A u b u r n , M e .

Estate o f John R. Wyman.
TRANKLIN, SS: At a Court of Probate, hold| en at Farmington, within and for the
County of Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
January A. D. 1902.
Andrew K. Wyman, guardian of John RWyman, minor child and heir of Syrene H.
Wyman, late of Madrid, in said county, de
ceased, having presented his petition for II
cense to'sell and convey certain real estate of
said minor, as described in said petition:
I t w a s o r d e r e d , that the said guardian
give notice to all persons interested, by
causing notice to be published three weeks
successively in tlie M a i n e W o o d s , printed at
Phillips, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at said Farmington, on the
third Tuesday of February next, at ten of
the clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the same should not be
granted.
J. H. THOMPSON, Judge.
Attest, Frank W. Butler , Register.

$ 5 .0 0
Ulsters, flen’s, all sizes, prices 4
^
reduced from $1 to $3 per
garment.
Suits as advertised last week.

Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loans,
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and Bank,
Bills Receivable,
Agents’ Balances,
Interest and Rents,
Uncollected Premiums,

$21,300
69,700
172,700
278.282
60,747
46,500
1,848
5,816
9,784

Gross Assets,
L IA B IL IT IE S

$666,679 04
DEC. 31, 1901.

Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,

$237,928 44
6,298 75

Total,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$244,227 19
422,451 85

$666,679 04
Total liabilities and surplus,
F. E. V oter , Farmington, Agent.

A Fine Assortment of

Traders and Mechanics Mutual
Insurance Company,

Dress Suit

L O W E LL , M ASS.

$1.50 to $6.75.

4

D. F. HOYT & CO., I
No. 5 Beal Block,

T

ASSETS, DEC.

31, 1901.

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral and personal,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Interest and rents.
Uncollected premiums,
Gross assets,
L IA B IL IT IE S , D E C .

P H IL L IP S ,

-

00
00
00
00
60
00
75
02
67

-

M A IN E . 4 -

A gency for th e U niversal S tea m L aundry.

4

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Total,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$ 14,250
90,640
16,000
532,136
10,062
3,785
17,025

00
60
00

75
43
20
44

$683,800 42

31, 1901.
$305,864 26
6,827 76
$312,692 01
$371,108 41

Total liabilities and surplus,
$683,800 42
F. E. McClkary , Farmington, Agent.

M A IN E
A THUNDER, STORM.

WOODS,

FEBRUARY

7,

1 90 2

7

match for most of the best of men, but
none of them the equal of Ben Butler,
who would occasionally join them iu
Franklin County Visited by the
their sports at the noon hour and dust
Justice Powers Opens Court In
One o f the Best o f Disciplinarians their
backs on Dr. W ing’ s barn floor.
Forked Lightning.
Among the
younger
athletes were
Farming to u.
Between 12 and 15 inches of snow fell
Who Ever Taught.
Sammy Wing, Hugh Staples, Jr., nick
during the snow storm of Sunday. In
— VVE HAVE A—
named “ Buff” and Rufo Bailey. Not
the evening a thunder storm passed over
Disposition o f the Cases on the the town, some quite sharp flashes of Reminiscences o f 1ho Prescott one in a thousand of his size could put
Rufe on his back at collar and elbow,
C O M P L E T E LINE
lightuiug taking place. Reports from
aud he would rather wrestle than eat
Docket.
the southern portion of the state show
School When Ben Taught.
OF
any
time.
[Special Correspondence to Maine Woods.] that heavy rains instead of snow fell.
Those were happy days that winter
The Phillips & Ringeley train made
Boston , M ass ., Feb. 4, 1902.
LEG AL BLANKS.
F a u m in g to n , Feb. 5, 1902.
for us youngsters. How well we en
an ineffectual effort to reach Rangele.^
joyed them! It is a pleasure to call
The February term of the Franklin Sunday uighr, but were obliged to re To the Editor o f the Maine W oods:
Every kind and description
I remember the black walnut ruler them up iu memory. But pleasure soon
Supreme Judicial court opened Tuesday turn. They got through Monday night,
gives way to deep sadness when I re
may be found on our shelves.
and
Tuesday
the
regular
train
seivice
with
which
Ben
Butler
dusted
the
rear
afternoon with a piayer by Rev. E. R.
member that rnauy, very many, have
was resumed. The Sandy River sn twWhen in need of these write or
Smith. The errand jurors were then plow was pushed to Farmington Sunday of the pants of Allen Howard, alias An passed to “ that undiscovered bourne
telephone us.
e’ er
returns.”
called by Clerk cf Courts Small and afternoon, which so cleared the track drew J. Parker. I took it in my hand whence no traveler
I took it several Those that remain have become so scat
charged and sent to their room by his that there was no delay of trains over one day—sheepishly.
Ben had hold of tered in life’s battle that one seldom
honor, Judge Frederick A . Powers. The the road. Monday noon the Maine Cen times— ouo end of it.
tral train was delayed so that there was the other end. I dropped my end sud meets another. What a satisfaction it
work of the session was at once taken no connection at that time with the
would be to meet all who are living in
denly. Ben kept hold of his end.
I that old sclioolhouse once more!
up and the old p o c k e t called. On the narrow gauge trains.
What a district and neighborhood that
thought it a little the solidest, warmest
old docket were found one hundred and
Sewing M achine
piece of wood of its size that I had ever was then! It seems to me that I have
Went Under the Car
forty-six cases, thirty of which were
never known so many really good and
W ill Billington, who has been work “ hefted.” I never felt so “ sheepish” thoroughly honest people who have
. . . . NEEDLES
placed upon the trial last Tuesday but
less than half of this number will come ing on the snow train of the Sandy River in my life.
lived at the same time in so small an
for every machine—two for 5
to actual trial
It is thought this term Railroad company, narrowly escaped
About 50 or 51 years ago this winter area or section of country. Beginning
s irious injuries Tuesday.
The crew
will not last over ten days.
cents.
Send in jo u r order—
Ben Butler taught the school iu the at the Madrid line there was Ebon W hit
bad been taking snow out of the yard
ney, Silas Moore and Daniel Field, one
This is the first time that Judge Pow
you may be sure of having it
and dumping it at the iron bridge. On Prescott district, then so-called, that of the best meu that ever lived, on one
ers has visited Farmington as a judge
their raturn, be was leaning against one bordered on the town of Madrid. Fran side of that branch of Sandy river. On
filled.
and it is also the first time any of the
of the stakes of the rear car, when it cis Lufkin, better known as F rink , now the other side were Deacon Bailey,
judges have appeared iu the robe. The
A R B O C. N O R TO N ,
broke, and the car was pushed over him.
court was organized as follow s:
dead, was the teacher there the previous Elijah Toothaker, Joseph (Uncle Joe)
He was pushed about three car lengths
Whitney,
Dr.
Wing,
John
(Uucle
Justice presiding, lion. Frederick A. before the train was brought to a stop, winter. Mr. Lufkin was an excellent
Farm ington.
*’ 12 B roa d w a y ,
Johnny) Prescott, Jesse W ing, Richard
Powers of Floulton.
Farm ington, - Maine.
He was taken to a physician where it scholar, one of the best in that section. McKenney, Capt. Daniel Wells, aud
Clerk, Byron M. Small of Farmington. was found that he had sustained no
farther down Mr. Sawyer, father of E.
EASTERN TELEPHONE 40-2
Stenographer, Ruel D. Small of Port- serious injuries besides some scalp He had a wonderful memory -a n d voice.
Unfortunately many of the scholars E B., Joseph, George and P. A . I
lan i.
wounds.
doubt if any other school district in
County attorney, Herbert S. W ing of
were quite well acquainted with him.
Phillips ever furnished so many school
Kingfield.
They
knew
him
to
be
kind
hearted
and
teachers that were all attending school
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
Crier, Alonzo Sylvester of Farmington.
obliging.
They
suspected that he at one time as that district and that
Sheriff, James F. Worthley of Strong.
The best and most famous compound
school which Bsn Butler taught some 50
Jailer, AI. il Fo wler or Farmington.
iu the world to conquer aches and kill might he inclined to temper justice with
years ago.
Deputies, Alonzo Sylvester, Nelson painR.
Cures Cuts, heals Burns and mercy. He was, and the proportion of
I doubt, too, if any other neighbor
Gould, Farmington; W. B. Small, King- Bruises, subdues Inflammation, masters mercy was much too large to suit our
hood of its size and number of inhabi *
*
field; llerm »n Sanborn, Wilton; James Piles. Millions of Boxes sold yearly.
case3. He worked as hard aud cousci- i tants in our whole country furnished so *
II. Howes, New Sharon; A. J. Merri- Works wonders in Boils, Ulcers, Felons,
rnau, Heber H. Allen, Jay; George M. Skin Eruptions. It cures or no pay. entiously for the advancement of his pu large a number of young men, who vol3fe
uutarily shouldered their muskets and
Esty, Raugeley; J. B. Noble, Phillips; 25c at the drug stores of W . A . D. pils in their studies as it was possib’e
went to tbe front during the Civil war *
Joseph A . Witham, Weld.
Hf
Cragin, Phillips; E. H . Whitney, Range- for any teacher to do, but his efforts
Messenger, Geo. G. Witham of Farm ley; C. E. Dyer, Strong, aud L. L. were not so well appreciated as they de from 18G1 to 1865, as did that school dis &
*
trict and the one adjoining, then known
ington.
Mitchell, Kingfield.
served to be.
The older maintained
as the Reed District, beginning with
Am ong the attorneys present were
was hardly up to the standard. It was
Joshua Brackett, then Elliott Plummer,
Greenleaf, Butler, Belcher, Voter, W h it
not his fault.
Those of us who were
&
*
Weld.
Nathaniel Brackett, up across the bridge
com b, Holman, Brown, Richards, Voter
too full of original sin to appreciate
to
James
Morrison’
s,
then
back
and
over
Miss
Helen
Dummer
has
been
quite
*
and Feaderson of Farming on; Beedy
when we were well used were to blame.
the two bridges, then up the road past
and Noble of Phillips; P. H. and P. D. ill recently.
The school agent was fortunate in se
*
*
Lubert Buker, who has been suffering curing Ben Butler for a teacher the fol where Calvin Marrow lived, past the
Stubbs of Strong; Wing of Kingfield;
Read’
s
to
the
Lufkins’
s
and
also
up
over
with
a
severe
attack
of
pneumoni
i,
is
*
Blanchard of W ilton; Pratt of Livermore
lowing winter, and the manner in which
the hill to the place then occupied by
reported to be on the gain.
Falls; Bisbee of Rumford Falls.
lie lined those scholars up in the traces
*
Lester Carleton is slowly recovering and set them to pulling iu the right di Gilbert Stetson. It is safe to say that
The grand jury in attendance is made
no section of country sent to the front a
from an attack of pneumonia.
rection was astonishing.
His strong
up as follow s:
John Sanborn has been drawn to point was discipline, and discipline was more manly, more faithful and less dis *
F A R H IN O T O N ,
.
.
.
flA IN E .
A. V . Hinds, Foreman, Kingfield.
serve as traverse juror from this town. just what was needed in this particular sipated lot of soldiers than went from
Fred A. Allen, New Sharon.
|the section named above. Ben Butler *
A . C. Cook has been sawing wood school at that particular time.
The
Chauncey Bangs, Farmington.
around the village with horse power, scholars were well disposed, as a whole, taught school in both of the districts
James H. Bell, Strong.
named, and the discipline that he en
the past week.
at least they were not vicious.
They
Charles Brown, Carthage.
A bout twenty-live cords of bobbin had acquired careless habits, however, forced, may have had much influence in
John A. Brown, Jay.
wood is being hauled to the mill daily and needed to be straightened out. making them such men and soldiers.
J. P. Dudley, Eustis.
“ M in n o w . ”
at present.
Butler’s reputation was well known to
II. E. Ellis,‘ Weld.
A supper was enjoyed at Masonic the scholars before school began. W e
Edwin A . Furbush, Chesterville.
hall Tuesday evening, J in. 28, by the al< knew that we would have to toe the
Edward T. Hoar, Ringeley.
Masons and ladies and invited guests, mark and toe it promptly, and so it
S. L. Huff, Freeman.
after which a social tiufe was enjoyed. proved. If a scholar forgot himself, or
Selde.1 II. Keene, Phillips.
Owing to the severe weather a small herself, that scholar was brought to his
Fr ink Luce, New Vineyard.
crowd was present.
or her senses with “ neatness aud de
W m . B. Merry, Industry.
Lee.
spatch,” regardless of size, sex or so
Charles II. Smart, Wilton.
cial distinction.
On Monday, February 17 , 1902, a Quaker Range w ill be given to
O. B. Staples, Temple.
Mr.
Wheeler
Dot
Rid
o
f
His
P hillips, ~ M aine.
There were few schools in Phillips
John 11. Wells, Madrid.
the
lady
in Kingfield, Eustis, Stratton, Salem , Bigelow , Dead R iver Plan
that excelled Butler’s that winter, either
Rheumatism.
X . V . Worthley, Avon.
$ 5 0 , 0 0 0 . tation, Carrabassett or Flagstaff', who shall receive the greatest number of
“ During the winter of 1S98 1 was so physically or mentally. If I remember Capital,
A b ou t the first business of the court
correctly Silas Bailey was the best all
votes. A n y lady in these towns may enter the contest.
was to draw the two traverse juries as lim e in my joints, in fact all over my
body, that I could hardly hobble around, round scholar iu school and was then S u r p l u s a n d P r o f i t s , 32 ,5 0 0 .
fo llo w s:—
Rules of the Co nt e s t.
First traverse jury.— Frank A. Emery, when I bought a bottle of Chamberlain’s well qualified to instruct in all the
branches then usually taught in common
It is essential to the contest that the names of not less than two contestants appear and
Jay, forem an; Winfield S. Badger, Phil Pain Balm. From the first application
Deposits
in
our
Savings
Depart
schools. Rufus, his brother younger,
remain actively engaged until the close. In the event of the withdrawal of all active can
lip s; C. G. Bartlett, Sherm m I. Bean, I began to get well, and was cured aud
didates but one, there can be no contest and the prize will be withdrawn.
was the best mathematician and good in
J a y ; Carroll N. Blackwell, Freeman; have worked steadily a'l the year.” — R.
ment
commence
to
draw
interest
A coupon will be p. aited in each and every issue of the Maine Woods until and includ
Joel W . Carleton, Phillips; T. T. Chand Wueelev, Northwood. N. Y . For sale by all other branches. Their sisters, Lois,
ing Friday, February 14,1S02, which will contain the last coupon. The contest will close at
^Esther and Harriet, then known as on the first day of each month. this
paper’s business office at 6 o’clock p. m. the following Monday, February 17, when the
ler, Tem ple; Dennis E. Clark, Strong; W . A. D. Ciagin, Phillips; E. II. W hitvotes will be counted by a committee representing the leading contestants.
Carl II. Cothren, Farmington; George nay, Raugeley; C. E. Dyer, Strong, and Hattie, were also excellent scholars,
Depositors
receive
interest
for
every
studious, quick to learn and well dis
1. For every yearly new subscriber to this paper at $1 two hundred votes will be given
H . D.iscomb, Jay; Otis E. Dingley, L. L. Mitchell, Kingfield.
A new subscriber may pay as many years in advance as he wishes and receive votes at the
posed. The
best “ speller”
in the
Farm ington; Solomon Dunham, Madrid.
rate
of 200 for each $1 per year paid; but all these payments must be made in advance at
full
calendar
month
money
is
on
school was Octavia Prescott and she was
one time.
Second traverse ju ry.— S. H. Niles,
District No. 2, Phillips.
also an excellent scholar in all other deposit.
2. For every $1 paid by present subscribers, either arrearages of accounts or in advance
J a y ; Eben H. Farnham, foreman, W il
Mr. Frank Harnden was in Lewiston branches.
on present subscription, one hundred votes will be given.
to n ; II. O. Gleason, A von ; Prince E.
3. Changes in subscriptions from one member to another of the same family, etc., made
several days last week.
The method of teaching spelling those
Hiuds, W ilton: Ernrin H. Luce, New
for the obvious purpose of securing the increased number of votes given to new subscribers,
H.
F
IE
L
D
,
Cashier.
School iu this district closed last Fri days was very different from that prac
cannot be permitted.
Vineyard; James W . Moore, New Sha
day. Master Otto Haley, an 11-years- tised now. Lessons were then assigned
l. Each issue of the Maine Woods will contain one coupon, which, when filled out and
ron ; Josiah A. Morrill, Chesterville; F.
delivered at the Maine Woods office, will count as one vote.
oki lad, was neither abseut or lardy for from the spelliug book. The classes
E lm er Niles, Farmington; William II.
There
will be no single votes for sa!e; votes can only be obtained as above set forth, or
were called into the floor and stood dur
the term.
by clipping from the paper the votes that appear below.
Pearson, Edward M. Prince, E. Marsha'1
We were pleased to have a visit from ing the exercise. What a class the first
Votes will be counted each Wednesday during the contest and the figures of such count
Preston, Farmington; J. A . Sanborn,
ing printed in the following issue of the paper.
Miss Azelia Prescott last Friday. She or highest one was that winterl Be
W eld.
All communications should be addressed to Voting Contest, this office.
is enjoying very good health this winter ginning at the desk aud ranging along
Supernumeraries.— Theodore L. Stew
and spent several days recently with her near the front row of seats it extended
art, Farmington; Orren Tufts, Kingsisters, Mrs. M. H. Davennort and Mrs. across the room and at times formed a
field; Geo. W . Young, Raugeley.
sort of semi-circle, or quarter-circle,
'Die following are the cases assigned tor 13. F. Beal.
Mr. Geo. Wade went to Kingfield last near the foot. The words were “ given
trial: Thursday, Feb. 6 Hoyt, ex’r. vs. Ames,
Pillsbury vs. Ames et al, Bates vs. Kennedy, Saturday, where he has employment in out,” or pronounced by the teacher.
A R E MADE BY
Burdin vs. Lewis, Masterman vs. Whitney; p.
Beginning at the head of the class each
m., Whittier vs. Farmington. Friday, Wit the mill.
Hardly a pleasant day passes but the scholar iu succession spelled a word, or
liamson vs. Bergeon, B1 Inc-hard vs. Bunker;
f
t>. in.. Hodgkins vs. McNally, Neal vs. Lake. familiar caw caw of the crow can be tried to, and so on down to the foot, and
VO TIN G C O N TE ST.
*
Saturday, Green vs. Fletcher, Hunter vs.
f
Swift, Pomeroy vs. Spaulding & log-*; Gennis heard, also the merry songs of the then around again in rotation.
*
If a word was not correctly spelled
vs. same, Fountain vs. same, Bradford vs. chickadee, jay and other birds. Isn’ t
They may be found in Phil
<»
Banes, Edwards vs Waugh. Monday, Feb that unusual at-this time of year?
the teacher apparent ly took no notice of
♦
10, Stickney vs. Linscott, Johnson vs Sawlips
at the stores of H . W.
day
If the old saying of Candlemas
the error, hut in reality made a pencil
f
telle et al, Clark vs. Clark: p. m., Webster,
#
adm’x vs. Buckley, Pennock vs. Timberlake, proves true, we think the worst of win- mark opposite and gave out the next
True, S. G . Haley and A . S.
ft O n e Vot e For
M etcalf vs. Keith et al, (two cases) Hanson vs. ter has taken flight for surely the day word to the scholar that stood next be
♦
Hilton, Prescott vs. Atwood, Clark vs. Clark,
low in the class. If that scholar was
♦
Beedy & Co.
Knowlton vs. Blake, Wells vs. Norton, Green- was neither “ fair nor bright.”
keen and noticed the error instead of
leaf vs. Fellows & tr. Tuesday, Bowman vs.
Tolnian.
spelling the word that the teacher pro
♦
Defaults were entered in L. B. Hodgkins vs.
nounced last, he or she would give the
Abram and Annie Drosst; E. O. Greenleaf vs.
correct spelling of the one that was
Albert Leavitt; Ida B. Lombard vs. same; Jo
Farm ington, - Maine.
siah Chase vs. David W. Durreli; Lucinda A.
It’ s a h a r d spelled incorrectly. This would entitle
Adams vs. Mary Skolfleld; Hugh Gammon vs.
the scholar to the place in the class
Jesse W. Warren; Margaret A. Davis vs. A.
stru gg le to fight occupied by the one who had missed.
Byron Jenninas, (three cases;) Silas H. Niles
♦
M a i n e W o o d s Qua ke r R a n g e Voting; C o nt e s t.
♦
vs. Emery V. Wright.
Occasionally the incorrect spelling
t h e battles o f
The following cases were settled out of
would not be noticed until some scholar
P u b l is h e r s Ma in e W oods :
*
court: E. E. Richards vs. Silas D. Perham;
life w i t h the that stood several places below the one
Frank Marshall vs. Thomas Porter; Chas. B.
Herewith
find
§
................
lor
which
credit.........
........year’s
subscription to
Fuller vs. International Paper Co.; Fred N
who missed was reached and then if
heavy burdens correctly
Beal vs. Guy Hardy; F. W. Butler vs. J. J.
spelled that scholar would
(Name)......................................................................, .................................. ...................
Linscott; Henry P. Churchill vs. J. Ardine
Blake; Charles Forster vs. Win. I. Smith; J.
o f kid n ey ills. march up in front and past all those
E. Hatch vs. Thomas Pinkham; Wm. B. Gil
(Address)
that had not observed the mistake and
man vs. J. J. Linscott; Arthur L. Oakes vs.
— AND ALSO —
T h e constantly take the place in the class of the one
,J. Manchester Haynes; Silas H. Niles vs.
. HUNDRED VOTES.
that “ missed” the word. A prize was
George C. Childs; Arthur G. Hathaway vs.
ach
in
g
back
—
FLiab L. Buck and Buck vs. Hatha vay; Han
offered for the scholar who stood at the
nan F. Thomas vs. Frank D. Racklitt; same
For.
vs. Arthur I. Itackliff; J. Frank Knowl.on T h e w eariness— D istressin g u rin  head of the class at the close of the ex
ercise the greatest number of times dur
vs. J. E. Mosher; Charles A. Gould vs. M.
Of.
Frazar; W. A. Bradford vs. George D. Bangs. ary disorders— A ll yield q u ick ly to ing the term of the school. Before the
These cases were continued: Caroline E.
class was seated the lesson for the fol
...................... Subscription. Please indicate whether this is an New Subscription or +
Belcher vs. F. C. Belcher; Charles W. R>brenewal.
+
lowing day was assigned.
bins vs. Frank E. Hall; J. H. Fletcher, et als
vs. Dick Hibbard; E. H Lowell vs. V. T. Web
This method not only caused the am
ber; P. W Stevens vs. Geo. H. Bean; George
bitious members of the class to prepare
M jrtim jr & Co. vs. Peter Soueio and Joseph
This Quaker Range is too well known to need any description. They
the lessons thoroughly but kept them
Butler; 0. I). Boss & Son vs. same; N. E. and
F. S. Yinlng vs. Abigail S. Fuller; Augusta J.
have been sold in this vicinity for some time by W ilfred M cLeary ot
all on the alert to hear how each word
Hood vs. town of Phillips; Geo. H. Johnson
was spelled. The prize this term was
Farm ington, and have given the best of satisfaction.
vs. Wm. H. Teal and tr ; t iwn of Farmington A M o d e r n M e d ic in e fo r
won by Octavia Prescott, now Mrs.
vs. Fred S. and Mary Smith; Wm. E. Furbush
The range m aybe seen at the Hardware Store of A . R . Thurston
vs. Samuel H. Henderson; town of Avon vs. E v e r y K i d n e y 111*
Blanchard. Octavia was a very modest
Send your Launary to the FRANKLIN
town of ltumford; Marshall E. Grover vs. In
Me.
All
Kingfield
and Phillips Hardware Co.
STEAM
LAUNDRY,
Farmington,
ternational Paper Co.; Abial E. Taylor vs.
Mr. T. H. Hughes, of Saxtons River, VC, young lady and it caused a ripple of work guaranteed.
The standing of the various contestants will be published in the M aine
Samuel W. Soule; Charles J. Jager Co. vs. employed by B. F. Locke & Co., says: .'ly merriment among the scholars when the
Isaiah C. Mayo; O. M. Blanchard vs. same; kidneys did not act properly for years, and teacher in presenting the prize gravely H EN R Y W .T R U E , A g e n t,P h illip s,M e W oods every week till the close.
Mrs. H. B. W. Brown vs. J. J. Linscott; C. M It gradually grew on me. For two or three informed her that he had selected a
Eaton vs. Noe Hibbard; tswn of Temple vs. years they troubled me very inuch witn a
M r s . H. C. W i n t e r , K i n g f i e l d , ........................................... 73 07
Sarah Merrill; John Lovett vs. James II dull, aching pain across my back ana in “ beau-catcher” for her. If I remember
Berry; Hiram Titcomb vs. Lewis Parker; my loins. If 1 stood on my feet for any correctly the trophy was an ornament
M r s . M a y Savage, F l a g s t a f f , ............................................... 2 7 0 0
town of New Vineyard vs. Mary G. and Fred length of time, I felt the pain across my for wearing upon the head— some ar
S. Smith; Charles T. Hodgkins vs. A. J. Duns back more and my legs became numb.
more; Sarah J. and George L. Smith vs. A. D. “When the pain In my back got so bad that rangement of beads with a beautiful Dr. J . R . Ki tt r id g e , Dentist, M r s . J . E. Ha tc h , K i n g f i e l d , ............ .................................. 1625
Horn; Julia E. Gardiner vs. Charles M. Noyes; I could stand It no longer, I put on plasters, bow of ribbon attached. Rufus Bailey,
town of Farmington vs. town of Rome; town and I used a great many of them, but they also known to the scholars both as Rufe
o f Cartilage vs. town of Canton; Sewall A. only afforded me temporary relief. I aiso
of F a r m i n g t o n , M a i n e .
and Mack, stood second in the summary
Potter vs. town of Kingfield; Wilfred Me
Leary vs. Frank Sampson; town of Industry used medicines of all kinds, but they did when this race for honors was finished.
WILL BE AT
vs. Thomas M. Oliver; J. W. Carsley vs Albert not reach the cause. I saw Doan s Kidney
What an athlete Ben Butler was at
Leavitt; Daniel I. Quimby vs. Harry P. and Pills advertised, and so well recommended,
I am now prepared to do all kind*
that I was induced to give them a trial, ana that time! How he could wrestle collar
Elliott C. Dill.
Hotel Franklin, Strong, Jan. 24.
I got them at Andrew’s drug store, m ey and elbow style! W e youngsters thought
of carriage, iron and wood work and
Lewis Reed’s, Ree I’s Mill. Jan. 25.
gave me immediate relief. After the ycatOquossoc House, Rangeley, Jan. 27 anu 28.
painting.
All kinds ot hard wood
inent I seldom felt any symptoms of my that no man in the world could lay him
Hotel Blanchard, Stratton, Jan. 30.
For Stomach Troubles.
Shaw House, Eustis, Jan. 31.
former troubles, but when I did I ,f°oK a on his back. Some of his scholars were
lumber, and all kinds o f repair*
“ I have taken a great many different few of Doan’s Kidney Pills and it soon not slow at that game. Among them
Lake House, Flagstaff, Feb. 1.
Ail operations pertaining to dentistry care kept on hand. Heavy farm wagon*
medicines for stomach troudle and con left me. My rheumatic pains were not so was Abiel Russell, as spry as a cat; John
fully performed. Special attention given to built to order.
severe, and I did not have that tired, lan
Horseshoeing and
stipation,” says Mrs. S. Geiger of Dunk
Smith,
Deacon
Smith’
s
son,
strong
as
a
preserving
the natural teeth. Teeth extracted
guid feeling. I had more energy
erton, Iowa, “ but never had as goad re mv work and give all the credit to Doan s giant; Daniel Kenniston, tall, strong, without pain a specialty. Artificial work 01 job work a specialty.
kinds promptly and carefully done
sults from any as ^rom Ciiam berlun’ s Kidney Pills. They did me a great
I am now able to attend the work myself.
quick and wiry; Ephraim Staples, a all
Teeth extracted free when plates are made
*
, ! n t .la
S to m ich & Liver Tablets.” For sale by O I UUUU, a LIU. A i-CVI JU D U U C U
Hercules
in
strength;
Silas
Wing,
a
All
work
warranted.
Satisfaction
guar
W . A . D. Cragin, Phillips; E. H . W a it- iug them to others as a good and rename lover of mathematics as well as athlet anteed.
T . R. W I N G ,
medicine.”
JrnEntrance 64 Main St., next door to C. E.
uey, Raugeley; C. E. Dyer, Strong, and
ics; Silas Bailey, smart as a steel trap, Marr’sdrug
Doan’ s Kidney Pills for sale by ail Dug
store.
,
gists;
50
cents
per
box.
Foster-Mnburn
^o.a
L . L. Mitchell, Kingfield.
Phillips,
- - Maine.
all men grown and any one of them a
Telephone connections by the Dingo.
Buffalo, N. Y.

FROM FRANKLIN'S SHIRE.

BEN BUTLER-TEACHER.

Legal Blanks. \

Another Story.

Cragin & Hodgdon,

*

Useful Articles
to

b e g in

th e

N ew

Year

w ith .

They are useful all the year.
x
* I refer to articles in my Hard
ware line. Give me a call.
*
*
W ILFRED flcLEARY,
*

MAINE

The Phillips
National Bank,

I

GOLDEN
K ISSES

HARLOW.

A Hard Struggle.

WOODS

Quaker Range Contest.

j

♦

i

Maine Woods Quaker Range

*

J. B. H A R L O W ,

D o a n ’s
K id n e y P ills,

N O TIC E .

Iron and W o o d W o r k .

G. E. RIDEOUT.
Blacksmith,
Phillips, - Maine.

1

M A IN E

8

t LOCAL NEWS DEPARTMENT.
— There was no preaching service at
the Union church Suuday.
— Mr. Snow of the German Remedy
company was in town Sunday.

WOODS,

FEBRUARY

7,

1902

RANGELEY NEWS NOTES.
Great Sport on the Street With
Fast Horses.
Grammar School Have Entertain
ment and Debate.

— Mrs. Eliza Dutton received a partial [Special correspondence to the-Maine Woods.]
shock Wednesday night.
R a n g e l e y , Feb. 5, 1902.
— William True went to KingSeld
The condition of the roads the past
Wednesday to work on a dam for Carl week has brought out some of the best
Lewis.
horses in town. There is much doubt
— Mr. and Mrs. Arno Pratt are soon just now about who owns the fastest
to move into Mrs. Ilda Towle’ s house on
one, as there are new ones in town
Pleasant street.
whose past seems to be veiled in mys
— Miss Minnie Saunders of Auburn is
tery. John R, Toothaker, F. W . Butler,
to spend the remainder of the winter
Willie and Winnie Tibbetrs, H. A . Fur
with Mrs. L. A . Adam 3.
— B. F. Whittemore has begun to cut bish and W . D. Grant each own a horse
his ice. He has had hard luck with his whose presence on the street is sufficient
business so far this winter.
to stop every bucksaw and hammer in
— George Bean of the M a in e W oods sight.
fo r c e has been taking an enforced vaca
The relative speed of most of these
tion on account of the grip.
hirses is pretty well known having been
— A handsome Angora cat, owned in proven in times past on our track, and
W . A . D. Cragin’s family, has the dis each has won distinction with the ex
tinction of having eight toes extra.
ception of the one of W . D. Grant’s and
— Anchor ice has been making trouble possibly one of H. A . Furbish’ s. W . D.
at the electric light station. For about
a week the lights were a minus quantity. Grant’s comes from an unknown source
and has an unknown record. It is gen
— Sunday evening a uaion prayer
m eeting was held at the Methodist erally believed to have a very low mark
church. Rev. J. B. Ranger led the and its performances thus far are such
service.
as to arouse the gravest apprehension
— Mr. Clark Smith of Gieenvale drove among those who pride themselves on
down to Phillips Thursday morning. their horses’ speed. There seems to be
H e says he never saw the traveling any lots of business in this new horse.
better.
— Mr. E. B. Hanscom was called to his
The schools closed on Friday. Thurs
old homestead in Buxton a few days ago day evening an entertainment was given
by the illness of his brother, Mr. Enoch at the schoolhouse, consisting of a de
Davis.
bate on the question, Resolved, that a
— Mr. C. L. Barker and wife of King- monarchy is better form of government
field came to Phillips Friday for a visit than a republic. The seats were all
to his brother, Thaddeus Barker. They occupied and some of the standing room
taken. The speakers were taken from
returned Wednesday.
the Grammar school, and each had pre
— Rev. Father J. J. McNulty of Bos pared his own paper. A t the close, the
ton, who has been a regular visitor to chairman of the judges, Harold McCard,
the Birches for years past, died recently arose and declared the decision in favor
in Boston of pneumonia
of a republic. A paper on town item :,
— Mr. James Sample finished work in which had been prepared by Reid Ellis
H . W . True’s tailoring rooms this week and Miss Hazel Rowe, was next read.
and went to Kingfield where he will be A treat of confectionery closed the en
tertainment.
employed on a dam for Carl Lewis.
Mr. and Mrs. Lorin Haley are at home.
— A regular meeting of North Frank
lin Pomona Grange, P. of H ., No. 22, They have been in the camps for Ross
will be held with Aurora grange, Strong, Brothers.
Thursday, Feb. 13, at 10 a. m. Picnic
Mrs. F. B. Peabody came home from
dinner.
C l a r a F r e n c h , Secretary.
Phillips on Saturday, still improving in
— It is understood that if Mme. Nor- health.
The library association is in receipt of
dica wins her suit for the Norton mil
lions, Mrs. Huldah Worthley of Avon, four dozen books from Miss Lenore
mother of Mr. Bert Worthley of Arkan Howe of Cambridge, Mass., instead of
sas City, Kansas, will come in for quite two dozen as reported last week.
a share.
— Mr. and Mrs. Dutton of Rumford
Falls drove over Thursday, called by
the sickness of Mr. Dutton’ s mother.
Mr. Dutton returned the last of the
week, leaving his wife here for a time.
— The hook on which was hung th^
Rochester lamp in the store of Timberlake & Bangs pull id out one evening
last week, spilling the oil and starting a
lively blaze. Assistance was near, how
ever, and the blaze was smothered be
fore any special damage was done.
— G. L. Lakin, Esq., is at home for a
few days this week. From Dec. 17,
1901 to Jan. 30, 1902, he has filled out
applications for 56 members in U. O. G
C. Dr. A . A. Downs of Fairfield has ex
amined this number for insurance. The
ju d g e ’ s going to Portland for a few
months’ work for the order there.
— A Phillips lad who always says his
prayer to his mother before retiring at
night made just a little mistake one
evening while the German Medicine
company was in town. He had gotten
all ready for the show and went up to
mamma to kiss her goodby and begun,
“ Now I lay me down to sleep, I pray
thee, Lord, my soul to keep—O I forgot,
goodby, mamma.’ ’

Local Oddities.
A well-known Phillips man, who does
not claim to be a sleight-of-hand per.
former or a magician, in any sense,
claims that lie did one thing a while ago
that has not been equaled by anybody
else, so far as he knows.
lie went home one night and not feel
ing very well, he took a little pill, wash
ing it down with a big drink of water.
Then he went to bod. A few minutes
after he had retired, he sat up in bed to
sneeze and when he sneezed th i pill flew
out of his nose and landed on the oppo
site side of the room. He always burns
a light and to be sure that he made no
mistake about the occurrence, he got up
and found the pill.

FOR THE CHILDREN.
Children’s Day Observed by North
Franklin Grange.
Grangers Entertain the Young
Folks at Their Hall.
Children’s day was observed by North
Franklin grange, Saturday, Feb. 1. The
meeting was called to order by the mas
ter, C. O. Dill. The regular routine
work was disposed of, then the meeting
closed and the remainder of the day was
devoted to the children. A t 12 o’ clock
all were invited to the spacious dining
room, where nearly one hundred par
took of a bountiful dinner, such as the
sisters know how to prepare. A large
layer cake, made expressly for tlio chil
dren, by Mrs. F. J. Toothaker, deserves
special mention.
Ics white surf ice was
prettily
decorated
with the words,
“ Children’s Day, 1902,” iu small red
candies.
After dinner all repaired to the hall,
where a march and happy conversation,
in which both old and young partici
pated, was enjoyed by all. The follow
ing program was then very ably carried
out under the direction of our lecturer,
M. C. Cushman:

Prayer,
Rev. J. B. Ranger
Singing,
Choir
Heading,
Mrs. H. W. Worthley
Recitation,
Edith Morton
Song,
Martha Hanscom
Reading,
Marcia Wilber
Recitation,
Enola Davenport
Reading,
Anna Gleason
Song,
Jodie Hanscom and Glydden Parker
Recitation,
Dalice Voter
Reading,
Jessie Wilber
Declamation,
Jodie Hanscom
Song,
Susie and Enola Davenport
Reading,
Altie Wilber
Recitation,
Algie Pratt
Anna Gleason
Instrumental music,
Geo. Chick
Declamation,
Recitation,
Susie Davenport
Singing,
Choir

A generous amount of candy was then
enjoyed by the children and older ones
as well. A t a late hour in the afternoon
all returned home feeling that the day
had bean well spent, and that North
Franklin grange felt honored by having
so many visitors present and hoping to
A man who kept a store -in Phillips see them all in their grange home many
some time ago suspected a certain man times in the near future.
of stealing from him. lie watched his
man and finally, while looking through
a door to a back room, saw him hook L E T T E R S TO M A IN E WOODS.
two cakes of soap. The merchant told
the story to a friend later. The friend Another Franklin
County Man
wanted to know wbat he said to the
thief, and asked him. “ Say to him,”
In Massachusetts.
said the grocer, “ I was so ashamed that
L
e
om
in
ster , M a s s ., Jan. 81, 1902
I couldn’t say a word.”

To the Editor o f the Maine W oods:

m te

Don’ t tie the top o f your
Jelly and preserve jars In
the old fashioned way. Seal
them by the new, quick,
absolutely sure way—by
a thin coating of Pure
Refined Paraffine. Has
no taste or odor. Is
a ir t ig h t a n d acid
proof. Easily applied.
Useful in a dozen other
' ways about the house.
F u ll directions w ith
each cake.
<
Sold everywhere. Made by
STANDARD OIL CO.

m a in

W hile visiting the city of Lowell, I
had the pleasure of calling upon a few
Franklin county (Me.) men now living
in that city. One of them is Mr. H. E.
Harris, whose native town is Salem.
He came here in 1879 and worked in the
bleachery 13 years.. lie then went into
business for himself at 10 Appleton
street, in a wooden structure.
Mr. Harris started in business in a
small way, but has coustantly added to
it. He is a jeweler, broker and news
dealer. He is a thorough business man,
and his future success seems assured.
E e has separate windows for bis jew
elry and news department, and gives em
ployment to from three to five hands.
The business is undeT the personal
supervision of Mr. Harris, and he is
known as being a very accomodating
gentleman.
Notwithstanding all this,
he has omitted one thing as he has
never united with any lady in the holy
bonds of matrimony
He seems to pre
fer single blessedness.
Three of his brothers. G. W ., N. P.,
and F. E. Harris still remain in their
native town of Salem.

R EX . .
M r s .

S o p h ie

P e o p l e ’s

C h r is tia n

F r u itv a le ,

B a l .,

In fla m m a tio n
P i n k h a m ’s

“

B in n s .

o f

T e m p e r a n c e

C u r e d
th e

V e g e ta b le

P r e s id e n t

o f

Y o u n g

C o n g e s tio n

O v a r ie s

b y

Porous Plasters.

U n io n ,

L y d ia

a n d
E .

C o m p o u n d .

P r ic e 2 5 C e n ts .

Eighteen months ago I was a prettysick woman. I had felt for some months that I gradually grew
weaker, but finally I had such severe pains I could hardly stand it.
I had taken cold during menstruation and this developed into conges
tion of the ovaries and inflammation, and I could not bear to walk or
stand on m y feet. T h e doctor recommended an operation which I
would not hear of. One of my friends advised me to try L y d i a E .
P i n k h a m ’ s V e g e t a b l e C o m p o u n d , so I gave it a trial. Can
you imagine m y feeling when within two months I felt considerably
better, m y general health was improved, and m y pains had entirely
disappeared. I kept taking it six weeks more and am now enjoying
the best of health, thanks to you. Y o u rs truly, M r s . S o p h i e B i n n s .”
D

ear

M

rs.

P in k h a m : —

E ver H ear of Them ?

They are not exactly new.

been used enough to be proved.
There is nothing better for a plaster
in the market and when

$ 5 0 0 0 F O R F E IT I F T H E A B O V E L E T T E R IS N O T G E N U IN E .

-W hen women are troubled w ith irregular, suppressed or painful
menstruation, weakness, leucorrhoea, displacement or ulceration of the
womb, that bearing-down feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache,
bloating (or flatulence), general debility, indigestion, and nervous pros
tration, or are beset with such symptoms as dizziness, faintness, lassitude,
excitability, irritability, nervousness, sleeplessness, melancholy, “ allgo n e5’ and “ want-to-be-left-alone ” feelings, blues, and hopelessness,
they should remember there is one tried and true remedy. L y d i a E .
F i n k h a m ’ s V e g e ta b le C o m p o u n d at once removes such troubles.
Refuse to buy any other medicine, for you need the best.

LETTERS TO THE MAINE WOODS.

Have

you

buying a plaster get a R E X .

are

They

are warranted and can be found at
the

No. I Beal Block,

Corner Store,

Obituary.
M ARY SANBORN.

Mrs. Mary Sanborn of this place, who died
Main Street,
Jan. 19, at the advanced age of 83, was the
widow of Amzi Sanborn, M. D., who many
5 ears ago was a prominent physician in North
N. U. Hinkley.
Franklin.
The years of Mrs. Sanborn’s long widow
W . A. D.
Indians Are Selling Their Lands hood were spent first iu the home of her
father, Dea. Samuel Wheeler, who is remem
bered by older citizens of Phillips as promi
at Rapid Rate.
nent in town and church affairs. She was
the oldest of a family of seven children, only
A r k a n s a s Ci t y , Jan. 31, 1902.
two of whom survive her, William B. Wheel
To thz Editor of the Maine Wo ids:
er of Phillips and Geo. W. Wheeler of Farm
W e are very sorry to learn of the ington.
After the death of her parents the homedeath of our esteemed friend, Hon. N. place came into possession of Mrs. Sanborn
and
continued to live in the same house
U. Hinkley, an intimate friend for many untilshe
the day of her death, her only daughter,
years.
When we think of so mauy Mrs. Allis M. Green woo J, a id husband, Dea.
A. M. Greenwood, Jiving with her. It is in
prominent citizens in our old home who teresting to note that mother and daughter
h ive passe! away in the last few years, were never separated.
Although an invalid and not entirely free
makes us feel sad, and when I think of from pain for many years, Mrs. Sanborn’s
na tive energy and industry would not per
returning to Maine, who will be there to mit her to he inactive. The very day before
her death she was busy about the house and
B U S I N E S S
C ARD S .
m iet and greet us?
with her needlework. Samples of her deli
I shall never forget Mr. Hinkley’ s hos cate handiwork, wrought in old age, are
cherished by many friends.
E . B . C U R R IE K , M . D .
Her type of character is well described by
pitality. When he was closing up his
the writer of the last chapter of the Proverbs:
business last spring at Farmington, I “ Streugtli and digni y are her clothing; she
was reminded it was liable to be my last openetli her mouth with wisdom; and the
office hours, 1 to 2, and 7 to 8, P M.
law of kindness is on her tongue; She looketli
interview with him, and so it was. I well to the ways.of her household, and eateth Office at residence. Telephone connection.
not the bread of idleness.”
truly wish to extend my sincere sympa
Seldom does death come in so attractive
H A R R Y F. B E E D Y ,
thy to the members of his fsfmily and and comforting form ai ii came to tins good
woman. Her face wore an expression of
his many friends in their great loss.
supreme rest aud peace. As one looked upon A T T O R N E Y
AT LAW,
it lie thought less of mourning than of
OFFICE, BEAI BLOCK, PHILLIPS, ME.
Our Maine people are all about as last thanksgiving—for that love by which a large
Telephone Connections.
reported. Mrs. Edna Worthley Under family circle had been blessed for so many
years; for the tender and beautiful filial re
wood is here from Kansas City with her lation and ministry with which the aged
mother’s declining years were made com F. E. TIMBERLAKE.
N. P. NOBLE
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Worthley. fortable and happy; fur the life of Jesus
Christ through whose gospel life and im
She is in quite poor health.
mortality liaye been illumined.
W e met a man recently by name of
ATTORNEYS,
Bell, who now lives down in the Greek
Office, Beal Block,
B 'C H A B U M . E L L S W O R T H .
Nation, I. Territory. He formerly lived
PhiHips, M*
Mr.
Richard
M
Ellsworth
was
horn
in
tlia
and is well known in this city. -T h is is town of Strong Oct. 24, 1828. A few years General Law Practice and Fire Insurance.
Collections will receive prompt attention
his story, lie said the land down there after his birth his parents moved to Avon and
was as line as can be found anywhere there he redded with them until their death.
Iu
1850
he
marrie.l
Miss
Julia
Libby
of
Avon
and the climate was equally good. The and ever since their marriage they have re
B. E M E R Y P R A T T ,
Indians of that tribe had arranged with sided in the town of Phillips
They had
the United States government so they three children, Mrs. Emma Howard of Arkan A ttorn ey at L a w ^ S o l i c i t o r In Equity
City, Kan., Mr. Fred Ellsworth, now resid
Practices in state and U. S. courts. Will
have a right to sell their lands except sas
ing on the home farm and Miss Etla Ells
forty acres of each quarter section, that worth, now deceased. Mr. Ellsworth was a gives personal attention to cases in supreme
judicial,
superior, probate, or municipal
is, they cm sell 120 acres and lease the very successful fanner, which occupation he courts in Franklin, Oxford and Androscoggin
all of his life. As a citizen he was counties, and to any bankruptcy cases.
other 40 acres for a term of 99 years. followed
honored and respected, ever loyal to the wel
Livermore Falls, Maint
They are selling and deeding
their fare of ills town and community, and his Dirigo Telejihone.
farms at the rate of 4,000 farms a presence will he greatly missed. He leaves a
wife, who has been his companion nearly fif
month. The prices paid vary from 8800 ty-two
years. She will now be eared for by
ro 81,200 each for 120 acres, and the pur her only son Fred. The funeral services
Are you a business man? Are you a house
chaser can lease the 40 acres for from were held at the late home Jan. 21, Rev. J. B. holder? Are you afraid of fire? Your aniRanger, officiating. Appropriate music was ety will be relieved if you carry fire iusm
810 to 820 a year. This must be a great furnished.
mce in The Home, Aetna, German-America*
chance for people cf moderate means.
or Niagara Fire Insurance companies.
Mr. Bell says the land is even better
R U S S E L L . S. C U R R I E R .
H A R R Y F. B E E D Y , A gen t,
than that in the Cherokee strip, which
is good enough, as most all the farmers
Mr. Russell S. Currier was born in the town
P h illip s, nain e
who settled in the strip only eight years of Wintlirop, Marcli 5,1822. When 12 years of
age ids father moved to the town ot' Wilton
ago and commenced with almost noth and
remained there until liis death, being
F. E. L E S L I E , M . D.,
ing are now quite wealthy as their cared for by ids son, Russell Currier. It was
farms will sell quickly now for frbni on this farm (which is one of the best if not
Physician
and S u rgeon ,
the
best
in
town)
that
Mr.
Currier
lived
until
85,000 to 810,000 each.
Besides, they a few months before liis death. In 1855 lie
have now on an average of several thou was married to Miss Betsey Keith of Nortli
Andover, Maine.
sand bushels of wheat in their bins to Chesterville, and to them were horn three
Geo. R., who after spending sev
sell, ft is worth now 80 cts. a bushel children.
eral years of his life as a school teacher, re
Blacksmithing Solicited.
and is liable to go to 81 a bushel. And ceived an appointment to a government posi
I wish to give notice that I have bought out
now it is said Delgate Flynn from Okla tion in the pension department at Washing
ton, D. C. While here, he entered the study the O. W. Russell blacksmith shop on Bridge
homa will soon introduce a bill into of
medicine and became a practicing physi street and solicit the patronage of all.
congress allowing all the Indians of the cian, after which he moved to Rhode Island,
Ox and horse shoeing a specialty.
Having had years cf experience, I can guar
other tribes to sell their lands in like and there continued ids practice until his
death
which
occur
led
about
two
years
ago.
antee
satisfaction.
manner, which, if passed, will close out The second child is the wife of Mr. Henry
W. C. Bekdy ,
all the best of our public lands.
Phillips, Me.
Lowell of Farmington, who is an extensive
apple
dealer.
The
third
is
Dr.
E.
B.
Currier,
Now I have no desire to encourage who is well known as a physician in Phillips.
people to leave their native homes, but
Mr Currier was a man of rare ability, as
S . L . Savage.
if there are any who have decided to has been proven by the way in which lie has
Carriage work and wood work of every
been used in public service. In the years of description
make such a move, they are welcome to 55
done in a workmanlike manner
Bt>and 75 7G, lie was sent as representative
Over H. M. Staple’s blacksmith shop.
such information as I have to give. Will from ids dis rict to the state legislature. Just
further explain that every Indian, old how many times he served as superintendent
schools and as a member of the hoard of
and young, is allowed each a quarter of
A well painted Wagon or Sleigh
selectmen the writer does not know, but is
section of 160 acres, thus giving large safe in saying it was a good many. He has
I can
families large bodies of lands in a body served in other positions such as president of gives pleasure to the rider.
Franklin County Agricultural society and paint them to please you.
so as to accommodate a whole neighbor the
as postmaster at East Wilton during Cleve
hood lo settle together.
I am also ready to do all kinds of
land’s first, administration. Among the rea
sons why Mr. Currier was used of the public wood work.
so much was that lie was a man, far-seeing, of
strong convictions and excellent judgment,
Quite a sensation is caused in this sec and he ever desired to work for the interests G E O . S T A P L E S , - Ph ill ip s.
tion on account of the course pursued of those concerned.
In politics he always adhered to the Demo
by the third assistant postmaster gener
cratic party and remained firm in ills convic
al, Madden, who has been trying to dis tions. As a neighbor, he was kind and oblig W I N T E R B L A N K E T S
qualify the two socialist papers called ing, and desired peace with all men. During A N D R O B E S .
the Challenge, printed in New York, the last few years, age and disease has made
it necessary that lie refrain from public serv
and the Apeal to Reason, printed in ice and lie has given his time to the affairs of
I have a nice assortment and the
Gerard, Kansas, from the second class his home. Continued ill health made it un
prices are R I G H T as they always
rate. He claims their subscribers are safe for Mr. and Mrs Currier to live alone and
they went to live with their son, Dr. E. B.
not legitimate paying subscribers but Currier, only a few months before Mr. Cur
are. Anything you can find in an
advertising
themselves
which
was rier’s death, which occurred Jan. 21, 1902.
up-to-date Harness Shop.
The funeral services were held at the home
claimed illegal under the postal laws.
of Dr. Currier. Jail. 23, conducted by Rev Mr.
The people seem to think that such a Whitman of Farmington, assisted by Rev. J.
• • o o O O O O O O o o ..
decision cannot be sustained. Our peo B. Ranger of Phillips. The remains were
ple here seem a good deal exercised on taken to North Chesterville for burial. Thus
J. W . C A R L TO N ,
closes the life of an able and useful man.
account of the course taken by the post The aged wife has the sympathy of a large
office department.
S. F a r m e r .
circle of friends.
U p p e r V il l a g e ,
Phillips.

Recalls Hospitality o f Late Hon.

Phillips, Maine.

C R A G IN .

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON, Phillips. Me

TIMBERLAKE & NOBLE,

FIRE

Formerly M. C. Bangs & Co.,
ANNOUNCE

T h a t after F e b ru a ry I
T h e y will be P re pa red
TO DO

Up-to-Date
8
Dressmaking
In connection with

M il lin e ry and
Fancy Goods.
5

•

f

I have marked down the

•

•

Opal Ware
|
|

that has been selling at 15
cents to 50 cents, to 5, 10
and 15 cents.
A rare chance to secure an

Art Picture.
,
1

I^have marked them all 5
cents.
These are goods left over
from the holidays and I
must close them all out at
once.

BAN A

n.

BEAL,

Phillips, M a i n e .
••••

For H om e M ade C andy,
Call a t th e B O ST O N S T O R E .
I have just received a large stock of all
kinds of Fruit and Christmas Nuts. Come
here for Hot and Cold Lunch, Oyster Stew,
Clam Chowder, Ham and Eggs, Baked Beans,
Pure Cream, Ice Cream, Fresh Ojsters and
Clams by the pint or Quart, Fresh Fish, To
bacco, Cigars and Pipes, Canned Goods, Common and Fancy Crackers.

F. L. H A R C H E T T I,
RANGELEY,

-

-

flA IN E .

Iron and S teel.
I have the best line of blacksmiths’ and
carriage makers’ supplies ever kept in
Rangeley.
Have secured an experienced
blacksmith and am prepared to do all kinds
of blacksmith and carriage work.
A . E. B LO DG ETT,

R angeley M e .

Telephone Connection.

Carriage Tainting.
Having just opened a paint shop in
Rangeley, I am now prepared to do good
carriage painting, house painting, boat
painting, etc.
Yours for business,
I. W . M it c h e l l .

